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ABSTRACT
In recent years, due to rapid advances in technology there has been an increasingly high

demand for large displacement and large force, precise positioning, fast response, low power

consuming miniature piezoelectric actuators.

In certain smart structure applications, the use of curved piezoelectric actuators is necessary.

The present work extends the earlier investigations on the C- shape actuator by providing a

detailed investigation on the influence of geometric and material properties of the individual

layers of the C-shape piezocomposite for its optimal performance as an actuator.

Analytical models have. been used to optimize the geometry of the actuator. Experimental

and finite element analyses (using general purpose finite element software i.e.

CoventerWare and MSC. Marc) have been used for validation.

The present work has established that, by maintaining the thickness of the substrate and

piezoceramic layers constant; changing the external radius, for example increasing it, the

stiffness of the structure decreases and thus yielding large displacement This has a negative

effect on the force produced by the actuator.

With fixed thickness of the substrate and varying the thickness of the piezoceramic (for fixed

external radius) the result is as follows: Increasing the thickness of the piezoceramic layer

has the effect of decreasing the displacement while the force increases.

With fixed pzr thickness as well as the external radius, varying the substrate thickness has

the following effect: As the thickness of the substrate increases the displacement increases

reaching a maximum. Subsequent increase in the thickness of the substrate the

displacement is reduced. The force continues increasing at least for the ratios up to 1.0,

further increase of the substrate, subsequent decrease of force is also noted. In addition to

changing the thickness of the substrate, the choice of different material for the substrate has

the following effect: For substratelPZT ratios of up to 0.6. an actuator with substrate material

haVing higher elastic modulus will produce larger displacement while for ratios beyond this

ratio the situation is reversed. The causes for this kind of behaviour have been addressed.

In all cases both force and displacement are found to be directly proportional to applied

voltage.

The individual e- shape actuators may be combined in series and parallel to yield

accordingly large displacement or force. To demonstrate this, a micro-motor/actuator

comprising C-shape piezoelectric actuators (with optimized geometry) combined in series

and in parallel has been designed and analyzed.

A Finite Bement model that was developed based on the Bemoulli beam theory, to

investigate the dynamic behaviour of an individual C-shape piezoelectric actuator yielded

results regarding the natural frequency and the corresponding normal modes which agree

well with the model developed using the general purpose finite element software MSC. Marc.
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The results also show that an increase of both substrate/PZT thickness ratio and the elastic

modulus of the substrate contribute to raise the fundamental frequency of the C-shape

actuator. The results were compared to those computed using published equations and there

is good agreement between them.

It is hoped that some of this work will be a useful tool to designers in selecting the

appropriate sizes, and materials of the actuator constituents. depending whether the desired

goal is large displacement or large force and/or high bandwidth.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 Background

Integration of smart materials in structures is among the most promising technologies for

improved reliability of structures and systems, Understanding and controlling the composition

and microstructure of any new materials (material properties) and at a device level, control of

geometry and improved control algorithms are among the ultimate objectives of research in

this field.

The need and expectation of smart materials for engineering applications have increased

enormously, and the expectation of the technology to achieve them is promising. The

following are some of the expectations:

• High level of reliability, efficiency and sustainability of the structures and systems.

• High security of the infrastructures especially when subjected to extreme and

unstructured conditions.

• Continuous health and integrity monitoring.

• Damage detection and self-recovery.

• Intelligent operational management system.

1.2 Overview of Smart Materials and Structures

Smart materials and structures have been drawing the attention of many researchers for the

past couple of decades.

Discoveries of a new generation of smart materials and structures that features a network of

sensors and actuators with real-time control capabilities and a host structure (figure 1.1)

have significantly impacted on the design and manufacture of the current generation of

products. Smart structures, some times referred to as intelligent structures, have

extraordinary abilities, as they are capable of self-correcting in order to improve and enhance

their performance. Sensors and actuators embedded in a structure will detect a problem or a

change in its environment, say through a change in variables such as strain, temperature,

vibration, cracks etc, identify and analyze the problem, and thereafter initiate an appropriate

action via a feedback system to correct or eliminate the problem [1J. In other words, smart

structures are such structures and systems that are coupled with suitable control strategies

and circuits exhibiting self-rnonitoring and self-controlling capabilities.
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SENSOR

Dataacquisition

CONTROL

Datainstructions

ACTUATOR

Figure 1.1: Basic elements forming a
smart structure

These sensors and actuators are made from smart materials, a group of materials that are

known to possess unusual properties. Smart materials produce certain responses upon

being subjected to certain types of external stimuli such as electrical and magnetic fields,

mechanical, chemical and thennal energy. This group of materials includes: Piezoelectric

(PZT), which undergo mechanical (dimensional or shape) change when subjected to an

electric field and vice versa; Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), which undergo phase

transfonnation and hence shape change when subjected to thennal fields;

ElectroRheo/ogical (ER) and MagnetoRheological (MR)- these liquids are typically

suspensions of micron sized hydrophilic particles suspended in suitable hydrophobic carrier

liquids, which undergo significant instantaneous reversible changes in their mechanical

properties, such as mass distribution energy dispassion character when subjected to an

electric field for the (ER) and when subjected to the magnetic field for (MR). Fiber Optics

(FO)- they use intensity, phase, frequency or polarization of modulation for measurement of

temperature, strain, magnetic or electric fields etc. Magnetostrictive materials are smart

.materials which when SUbjected to a magnetic field will undergo an induced strain.

Electrostrictive materials are similar to magnetostrictive materials and they develop

mechanical defonnation when an external electric field is imposed upon them, the direction

of theses changes in geometry does not change if the direction of the electric field is

reversed. Each of these materials has different perfonnance characteristics with respect to

sensing and actuating functions. [1], [2].
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1.3 Application of Smart Structures

Examples of potential smart structural systems and some mechanisms that are candidates,

for smart structure application are air-craft (monitoring the state of strains in key locations

and giving warning to prevent development and propagation of cracks), spacecrafts (pointing

accuracy of large antennas maintained through an elaborate network of sensors and

actuators), buildings (earthquake damage resistance, smart windows, electronic windows

that sense weather changes and human activity and automatically adjust light and heat),

bridges(monitoring of strains, deflections and vibration characteristics in order to warn of

impeding failures), ships (hulls and propulsion systems that detect and remove turbulence

and prevent deflection), machinery(tools chatter suppression, rotor critical speed control), jet

engines (fan, compressors, turbine blades that exploit asymmetry arising out of non

uniformity in structural or aerodynamic properties), pipelines(monitoring of leakage and

damage in underground pipes of water, oil and gas), medical devices(blood sugar sensors,

insulin delivery pumps, micro-motor capsules that unclog arteries, filters that expand after

insertion into vessels to trap blood c1ots)[1).

1.4 Problem Statement

Actuators are a vital part of the smart structure network and therefore need to be

technologically matched. Improvement of actuator performance such as displacement, force

generation, hysteresis, response time and bandwidth etc are the most significant parameters.

Earlier Pzr actuators were mostly used in static operations such as precision positioning or

adjustments (i.e. involving movement from one point to another), but recently pzr actuators

are increasingly being in demand for more complicated operations. Dynamically actuated

components such as valves and fuel injection devices, together with applications in adaptive

smart structures such as shape tuning, vibration excitation, cancellation, and mode shape

tuning etc, are a few examples cited. For these operations, fast response, large

displacement, variation of force and energy conversion are issues of concern. In certain

applications, particularly in vibration control, small actuators with minimum power

consumption, large displacement and force capable of operating both at low and high

frequencies are increasingly under demand [3) [4] [5).

From this perspective, the motivation behind this research is to determine the optimum

geometry and material properties for high performance-actuating device, which to a good

extent will fulfil some of the aforementioned requirements and expectations.

This work entails the solution to the main problem, which is titled: "Influence ofgeometry and

material properties on the optimum performance of the C-shape piezocomposite actuator".

The solution comprises the-collection of the solutions to the following sub-problems:
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Sub Problems

1. The optimization of an actuating device capable of large displacement and large force.

2. Unear-elastic quasi- static analysis:

• Force and displacement analysis of an individual piezoelectric actuator.

• Force and displacement analysis of a piezoelectric actuator arrays

3. Dynamic analysis:

• Frequency- amplitude analysis of the individual actuator.

• Modal analysis- determination of mode shapes and natural frequencies.

1.5 Why C- Actuator?

The reasons for pursuing the study on a C-shape element are from the fact that recentlY

there has been an increased use of curved shape actuators in various industrial applications.

The C-shape actuator covers a wide mid-range of applications where most of applications fall

due to the fact that it offers mid range of performance in terms of displacement and force.

1.6 Significance of the Research

It should be obvious that piezoelectric actuators are now in demand in complex applications

where not only precision positioning ability is desired, but also other issues such as variation

of force and/or generation of mechanical energy, the speed of response etc. All these facts

underscore the significance and the need for improving actuator performance through

optimization of actuator geometry and material properties. The optimized actuating device is

expected to cater for applications that require large displacement and force as well as

vibration control at a wider range of frequency. Static and dynamic analysis results will

provide reliable information to designers conceming the influence of various design

parameters such as geometry and material properties on the performance of the actuator.

1.7 Research Objectives:

The objective of this reseach was to perform theoretical, experimental and finite element

__analyses in order to optimize the performance of the C-shape piezoelectric actuator. There

are four major components to the work being presented here:

i. To perform quasi-static analyses of the C-shape actuator.

ii. To manufacture a prototype.

iii. To conduct experiments on the prototype to validate Quasi-staticanalysis results.

iv. To perform finite element formulation and simulation of the dynamic performance of

the C-shape actuator.
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1.8 Research Methodology

The methodology adopted for the preparation, implementation and reporting of the study is

detailed as follows: A literature survey has been performed with regard to curved shape

piezoelectric actuators i.e. past research findings in the related field. The qualitative nature

of the research induded assessment of the performance of selected types of piezoelectric

actuators in terms of displacement and force, together with identification of parameters

influencing the actuator performance. Theoretical, experimental and numerical simulation

tools have been used to analyze and validate the findings.

1.9 Scope of the Thesis

The rest of the chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a

literature survey on the theoretical overview of piezoelectric materials, the actuation

methodologies and development trend of piezoelectric actuator technologies.

An investigation on the influences of the geometry and the inherent piezoelectric properties

of the piezoceramic layer, the size and elastic properties of the substrate layer as well as the

role of the ratio between substrate and PIT thicknesses on the performance of the C-shape

piezo-oomposite actuator in terms of displacement and force are explored in chapters 3 and

4 respectively. Chapter 5 reports on the results from the experimental investigations

performed on the piezo-composite unimorph actuators made from three different substrate

materials (aluminium, brass and mild steel) with different thicknesses. Chapter 6

demonstrates the selection and use of the optimized geometry and material properties on the

proposed design of the micro-motor comprising C-shape piezoelectric actuators. The Finite

Element Method for the dynamic analysis of an individual C-shape actuator is discussed in

chapter seven. Chapter eight presents the condusions and recommendations for future

work.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literature review and theoretical framework

2.1 Piezoelectric Phenomena

Many polymers and ceramics are permanently polarized i.e. some parts of their molecules

are positively charged, while other parts of their molecules are negatively charged. These

materials will produce an -slectnc field when the material changes dimensions as a result of

an imposed mechanical force. These materials were named piezoelectric, and the

phenomenon is known as the piezoelectric effect. Conversely, if an electric field is applied to

these materials it will cause their dimensions to change. This phenomenon is known as

electrostriction, or the reverse of piezoelectric effect (converse effect). A related property

known as pyroelectricily is the ability of certain crystals to generate electrical charge when

heated (David Brewster, in 1824) [6]. These are polycrystalline ferroelectric materials with a

perovskite crystal structure Le. a tetragonaVrhombahedral structure very close to the cubic

crystal structure, figure 2.1a. Ferroelectricity is the presence of a spontaneous electric

moment in a crystal which can be changed in its orientation between two or more distinct

crystallographicdirections by applying an external electric field [7].

An individual crystal is made up of positively and negatively charged atoms taking specific

positions in a repeating elementary cell or unit. The possession of piezoelectric properties in

a crystal is determined by specific symmetry of the unit cell i.e. when the structure of a

crystal is centro-symmetric, with its positive and negative charge sites coinciding, there will

be no dipoles present in the material, this is known as paraelectric behavior. Piezoceramics

are noncentrosymmetric unit cells below a Curie temperature; above this temperature these

ceramics are centro-symmetric and therefore have no piezoelectric characteristics. Lack of

center of symmetry implies that the net movement of the negative and positive ions with

respect to each other as a result of stress, produces an electric dipole [8].
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Figure 2.1: Pervoskite structure

(a) Lead zirco nate titanate (PZT) unn ce ll in the
symmetric cubic state above the Curie temperatur e.

(b) Tetragonally distorted unit cell below the Curie
tem perature.

2.2 Constitutive Relation

Individual crystals/dipoles in piezoelectric materials are randomly oriented with respect to

each other; in this state the material is said to possess isotropic properties and therefo re

does not exhibit a piezoelectric effect since individual crystals cancel one another and hence

produce no gross change of dimensions of the PZT element. The piezoelectric effect may be

described mathematically using the following constitutive relations [9]:

Strain-Charge form

E=S Ea+dTE

D = da +¢" E

Strain - Voltage form

7
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E=SDt5+gTD

1
E=-gt5+-D

ED

Stress -charge form

t5= erE-eTE

D=-qE+qeE

Stress-voltage form

t5=Q EE-eTE

1
E=-gt5+-D

EO'

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Where

E = Strain

(J" =Mechanical stress

d = piezoelectric coupling coefficients for strain- charge form

SE and SD =Compliance at fixed electric field, and fixed electric displacement respectively

QE = Elastic modulus at fixed electric field

g = Piezoelectric coupling coefficients for strain-voltage form.

e= piezoelectric coupling coefficients for stress-charge form

D = Dielectric displacement (charge density)

E = Applied electric field

qeand q'" = Dielectric (permitivity) constant of the material at fixed strain and fixed stress

respectively.

q = Piezoelectric coupling coefficients for stress-voltage form.

NB. Superscript T implies matrix transpose

2.3 Polarization of Piezoelectric Materials

The anisotropic nature of the constants 'd' and •s· in equation 2.1 and 2.2 determine the

degree of symmetry [9J. When manufactured, a piezoelectric material has electric dipoles

arranged in random directions although neighboring dipoles align with each other to form

regions of local alignment known as Weiss domains' (figure 2.2a-c). Within a Weiss domain,

therefore, all the dipoles are aligned, giving a net dipole moment to the domain, and hence a

net polarization (dipole moment per unit volume). So as to have a useful macroscopic

response, the dipoles are permanently oriented with one another through a process called

polling. This is done by heating the piezoceramic to above Curie temperature while a strong

electric field is applied (usually a DC voltage). The direction of the applied field determines
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the direction of final polarization, and thus the dipoles shift and aligns with it (figure 2.2b).

The material is then cooled to below its Curie temperature while holding the poling field.

Upon removal of the poling field, the ceramic returns to its un-poled dimensions, but the

dipoles remain aligned in the poling direction, which is what gives the ceramic its

piezoelectric properties Le.· the material will have a permanent remnant (residual)

polarization. The magnitude of the piezoelectric properties thus depends on the polarization

level. On the other hand the level of polarization is determined by the material composition

[8].

In the poled state the piezoceramic material acquires anisotropic properties.

Electric dipoles

(a)

o00
o 00

(b) (c)

Figure 2.2: Electric dipole moments in Weiss domains.
(a) Before polarization;
(b) During polarization;
(e) After polarization

The hysteresis loop (Fig. 2.3) of the polarisation plays an important role in the analysis of

actuator behaviour under a large mechanical loading and high electric field.

[10][11][12][13][14][15]. The hysteresis curve provides information about, for example,

coercive electric field and remnant polarisation which are crucial in the determination of

suitable poling conditions. Stress state in actuators changes the remnant polarisation and

coercive electric field [15]. The coercive electric field (Ee ) is the electric field where

polarisation of an actuator is zero while P,. is the value of the polarization when the electric

field is zero.

The coercive electric field determines how high an electric field is required to negate the

-Charge of an actuator due to polarization of domains in the material. It also provides

information about the minimal poling field which should be applied in order to change

polarization, and it determines the maximal usable electric field during excitation of the

actuators. The net polarization can be effected if the mechanical stress, thermal and

electrical field limits of the material are exceeded during its application.
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If excitation exceeds the coercive electric field. depoling or re-poling occurs which effects the

properties and performance of actuators.

P,

Electric field

t

Figure 2.3: Hysterisis loop of a poled piezoceramic material

2.4 Piezoelectric Coefficients and Directions

Because of the anisotropic nature of piezoceramics, piezoelectric effects are dependent on

direction. To identify the directions in a piezoelectric element, three axes are used i.e. 1, 2

and 3. The direction of positive polarization is usually assumed to coincide with the 3-axis

(polar axis). The shear planes 4, 5 ami 6 are perpendicular to the axes 1, 2 and 3

respectively (figure 2.4). The axes 1. 2 and 3 are analogous to the X. Y and Z axes of the

Cartesian coordinate system. The properties of the piezoelectric material depend upon their

orientation with respect to the poling axis. This orientation determines the direction of the

action and response i.e. the direction of application of electric field/mechanical strain to the

direction of deformation/electric charge obtained.
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Figure 2.4: Representation of axes of deformation of a piezoelectric
crystal.

The direction of polarization (axis 3) is established during the poling process.

Piezoelectric materials are characterized by several coefficients, some of which are:

d ij -Strain coefficients [mIV] or charge outputcoefficients [GIN]:

Strain developed [mlm] per unit of electric field strength applied [VIm] or (due to the sensor I

actuator properties of PZT material) charge density developed [C/m2
] per given stress [N/m2

] .

g ij - Voltage coefficients or field output coefficients [Vm/N]:

Open-eircuit electric field developed [VIm] per applied mechanical stress [N / m'] or (due to

the sensor I actuator properties of PZT material) strain developed [m/m] per applied charge

density [C/m2
].

kg-Coupling coefficients [dimensionless]:

Describe the conversion from mechanical to electrical energy or vice versa. k' is the ratio of

energy stored (mechanical or electrical) to energy (mechanical or electrical) applied.

Double subscripts, such as in d ij are used to describe the relationships between

mechanical and electrical parameters. The first index indicates the direction of the application

of excitement (stimulus), the second shows the direction of the response of the system.

Other important parameters are the Young's modulus 'QE' (which describes the elastic

properties of the piezoelectric material) and the dielectric constant .K' which is the ratio

b~tween the charge stored in an electroded slab material SUbjected to a certain voltage and

the charge on a set of identical electrodes separated by vacuum.

When the electric field is applied parallel to the poling direction (thickness) of the

piezoelectric actuator, the thickness of the actuator increases while the length of the actuator

decreases (Poisson's effect). A reverse of polarity will produce the opposite behavior. The

piezoelectric coefficients are specified by the material manufacturer under prescribed
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conditions such as, stress-free conditions, low electric fields, constant frequency and at a

specified working temperature.

The piezoelectric coefficients d33 , dielectric constant k33 as well as upper temperature limit:

of electro-ceramic in technical applications change their magnitudes depending on the

amount of pre-stress applied. This behaviour on the other hand depends on material

composition [13][16][17].

2.5 Piezoelectric Actuators

The piezoceramic materials develop very specific and uniquely combined properties. These

place piezoceramic components in a position to:

• Convert mechanical energy such as pressure, expansion or acceleration into

electrical energy.

• Convert electrical energy into mechanical movement or force (figure 2.5).

FORCE

ELECTRICAL
POTENTIAL

MECHANICAL PIEZOELECTRIC . . ELECTRICAL
ENERGY MATERIAL ENERGY

DISPLACEMENT

Figure 2.5: Energy conversion by piezoelectric materials

ELECTRICAL
CHARGE

Piezoelectricity is an effect that is related to the microscopic structure of the solid i.e.

displacement of ionic charges within a crystal structure. Nonnally structures, which do not

have a centre of symmetry, are more likely to exhibit the piezoelectric effect. Applying stress

to such a crystal will cause the distance between the dipole moments to change (i.e. positive

and negative charge sites in each unit cell) leading to a net polarization at the crystal surface.

This polarization is directly proportional to the applied stress and it is also dependent on the

direction of application of stress e.g. voltages of opposite polarities will be generated from

compressive or tensile stresses. The same applies to the converse effect; if the crystal is

exposed to an electric field, it will experience an elastic strain causing its dimensions to

change that is, to increase or decrease depending on the polarity of the electric field.
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These two phenomena form a basis for the development of sensors and actuators, while the

direct effect is suitable for sensors (fig. 2.6c-2.6d), and the converse effect is employed for

actuators (fig. 2.6a-2.6b).

~l-VW.

Figure 2.6a: Single Layer
longitudinal (d33) actuator
(expanding) getting thicker

toTin
.. l

fT
"1 t

~p )

Figure 2.6c: longitudinal (d33) sensor
(generator) being compressed from the top
and bottom

2.6 Actuator Materials

Figure 2.6b: Single layer transverse (d31)
actuator (motor) with sides contracting

Figure 2.6d: Transverse (d31) sensor
(generator) being compressed from
the sides

Lead Zirconite Titanate (PZT) is widely used as a piezoceramic smart material due to its high

piezoelectric, dielectric and elasticity coefficients [18]. They have high stiffness which gives

adequate energy densities, and their fast response times make them suitable for high

bandwidth compared to other solid-state actuation materials (See table 2.1)[19]. Pieza

polymer films (PVdF) are strong against damage, but they have low stiffness. Shape Memory
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Alloys (Nitinol) are capable of providing very high strains, but are limited to ultra-low

bandwidth applications « 5 Hz) due to the time needed for heat transfer to take place.

Electrostrictive materials (PMN) exhibit less hysteresis losses and have high stiffness'

compared to piezoceramics, but have poor temperature stability; they feature a nonlinear

constitutional relationship, which requires some biasing so as to obtain a linear behaviour.

Also, due to their high material dielectric they require high currents to operate.

Magnetostrictive actuators (Terfenol-D) are capable of providing high actuation energy

density and bandwidth as piezoceramics, but they are very heavy when the coils and flux

path materials are accounted for [15].

Table 2.1: Solid- state actuator materials [21]

Shape

Piezoceramic Piezofilm Electro- Magneta- memory
strictive strictive

Property alloy

PZT5H PVDF PMN TerfenolD Nitinol

Max. Strain 0.13% 0.07% 0.1% 0.2% 2%-8%

75(high

Modulus
lemp)

[GPa]
60.6 2 64.5 29.7 28(low-

lemp)

Dens~ 7500 1780 7800 9250 7100
[Kglm
Temperature
range -2010200 Low 01040 High -
!"C]
Useful
Frequency o-10E+08 0-10E+07 10E+05 10E+04 5
Range
[Hz]
Energy

252-4032Density 6.83 0.28 4.13 6.42
[J/Kg]

2.7 Development Trend of Piezoelectric Actuators

The history of a piezoelectric effect (I.e. producing charge when stressed) in some single

crystalline materials started way back in 1880 when Pierre and Paul Jacques Curie
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discovered this effect in quartz crystals. Later in 1881, G. Lippman discovered a converse

effect i.e. developing strain when voltage is applied [6].

One of the first commercial applications of this technology was in 1916, when a quartz

piezoelectric element was developed (quartz transmitter and receiver for underwater sound 

the first SONAR) for submarine detection (by Frenchman, Langevin) and later in 1918 as

frequency vibration controllers (Walter Cady, University of Wesleyan). The Piezoelectric

effect provided by these natural piezoelectric materials was small and could only be used for

certain applications. Since then a number of studies have been conducted to seek higher

performance of the piezoelectric materials. In 1946, researchers such as Arthur Von Hippel

and others at MIT (Massachuset Institute of Technology) discovered that polycrystalline

ferroelectric ceramic materials such Barium Titanate BaTio, and Lead Metaniobate

(PbNb,o.), if subjected to a high polarizing voltage, are able to exhibit higher levels of the
'"

piezoelectric effect than natural quartz, Rochelle salt and tourmaline can provide. Later in

1954 a very strong and stable piezoelectric effect was discovered in Lead Zirconite Titanate

(Pb(TiZr)o,), popularly known as PZT [2]. In the 1960's, a weak piezoelectric effect in whale

bone and tendon was discovered. In 1969, Kawai [20) found a very high piezoelectric effect

in the polarized f1uoropolymer, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). The piezoelectricity

phenomenon has been successfully applied in the development of sensing and actuating

devices. Over a hundred years since their discovery there has been an increasing pace of

development and advances in terms of actuator technology. Actuators using the plezo effect

have transformed the world of precision positioning and motion control. New trends to

overcome limitations of actuator performance through the use of piezoelectric actuating

design or structural geometry have become evident. Three popular methods in use for

amplification of actuator displacement as well as force include: external leverage, intemal

leverage, and frequency leverage [3]. In the intemally leveraged group of actuators,

amplification is obtained through the optimization of the intemal structure of an actuator.

Some of the outcomes of extensive research on this scheme are the following actuator

designs:

• Stacks (figure 2.7a), whereby maximum displacement for a given voltage can be

increased by lamination of the ceramics [21].
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• Simple st raight benders piezoelectric actuators, (figure 2,7b), used in the hybrid

position/force control of a parallel two fingered gripper [22].

• CRESCENT: Chandran et al[23], in their work, developed the CRESCENT '

1- 

Piezoceramic
element

Figure 2.7a: Piezo-stack
Figure 2.7b: Bender actuator

piezoelectric bending actuator. CRESCENT is a stress-biased ceramic-metal

composite actuator, which involves the use of the difference in thennal contraction

between the ceramic and the metal plates bonded together at a high temperature by

a polymeric agent to produce a stress-biased curved structure. The device fabricated

at optimum temperature exhibits large tip displacement and blocking force and

possesses superior electromechanical characteristics to conventional unimorph

actuator.

• RAINBOW (Beduced And INternally ~iased Oxide Wafer), it is also a stress-biased

solid-state actuator with one surface of the wafer chemically reduced, to give a stress

biased dome-like structure [24].

In their work, Pearce and Button [25] introduced an altemative method for fabricating

RAINBOW-type devices, in which the necessary shape and internal electrode

structure were created durinq sintering. The small difference in sintering shrinkage

between low and high silver content compositions was utilized in laminated structures

to produce as-fired curvatures and hence pre-stress.

• CERAMBOW (developed in 1996)- CERAMBOW technology is based on a thermal

contraction mismatch between two bonded layers which results in a stress-biased

structure. Displacement of a CERAMBOW actuator is a function of temperature under

both loaded and unloaded conditions [26].

• THUNDER actuator -(THin UNimorph DrivER and sensor) [24][25],(developed in

1994), is a multilayer actuator composed of stainless steel, aluminum and PZT
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piezoceramic, bonded together to form a sandwich like package by using a high

temperature adhesive called LaRC™ -SI,(figure 2.8). Mismatch of th in layers

laminated together causes pre-stress which is the reason behind the large

displacement.

Figure 2.8: THUNDER ACTUATOR
Courtesy of Face Internati onal Corp, (2002),
[28]

• UpeA: (Lightweight Piezo-Composite Actuator) K. Joon et al [29]. L1PCA has a 3

layer configuration of which the top layer conta ins a tiber-composite of a high

modulus of elasticity and of a low coeff icient of thermal expansion (carbon/epoxy) and

a middle layer composed of a PZT ceramic wafer. The bass layer is made up of a

material with a low modu lus of elastic ity and high coefficien t of thermal expansion

(glass/epoxy). This technique differs sl ightly to that used in the THUNDER actuator in

that the heavy metals (stainless steel and aluminium) used in THU NDER are

replaced by lightweight fiber-composite materials. Better resu lts for L1 PCA2 in tenns

of actuation displacement compared to the THUNDER were reported.

J.X. Gao et al [30] designed an actuator assembly in which two THU NDER actuators are put

in a clamshell configuration (Figure 2.9). It is observed that the des ign has overcome the

drawbacks of a single THUNDER actuator i.e. by providing larger displacement. However, it

was indicated that the new actuator was suitab le only for low frequency active vibration

control, in which the basic requirement is larger displacement. In vibration control , apart from

large displacement it requires large force as well.

U et al [31], examined the static axial displacement of a ceramic d,, -gradient f1ex1ensional

transducer of two lead zirconate titanate systems, (PZT)/PZT and PZTlZnO. The t ransducers

consisted of two PZT layers of different d;J coefficients. The transducers axial displacement

varied with the thickness ratio of the constituent layers. The measured axial displ acements

were about twice the calculated values, suggesting an enhanced d" value because of the

tensile bending stress in the PZT layer.
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,L.

Figure 2.9: Clamshell arrangement of Thunder
actuators [30J

A twa-layered f1extensional actuator. composed of a piezoelectric layer and a conducting

layer,Yoon et al [32] and later a multilayer f1extensional bender-type actuator Chang et

al[33], which was composed of five piezoelectric layers and one passive conducting layer,

were fabricated using a co-extrusion process, The method utilizes a co-fired composite of

PZN-PZT (lead zinc niobium and lead zirconate titanate) and dispersed silver particles to

introduce the initial pre-stress state due to the mismatch of coefficients of thermal expansion,

Telescopic actuator (developed in 1999) is another example of an internal leverage scheme

Consists of interconnected concentric. cascaded cylinders that telescope out when activated

[34]. [351-

External leveraged actuators use external component for mechanical amplification, This

group includes flexure-hinged actuators such as:

• Moonie actuator (developed in 1992) - a poled lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramic

sandwiched between two specially designed metal end caps, Piezoelectric

coefficients of an order of magnitude larger than PZT itself are obtained [36],

• Cymbal transducers (developed in 1996; figure 2,10) consist of a cylindrical ceramic

element sandwiched between two truncated conical metal end caps and can be used

as both sensors and actuators, The cymbal actuator exhibits almost 40 times higher

displacement than the same size ceramic element [3n
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Figure 2.10: Cymbal f1ex-tensional actuator[37]

Dhananjay Samak et al [38) provide another example of externally leveraged amplifications.

They developed an electromechanical actuator based on the concept of mechanical

amplification with piezo and electrostrictive stacks as drivers to achieve high force and high

displacement actuation (figure 2.11).

Rigid SIJI'IXlIl

6a ~=i=:a..~~=,,- ....._.I

Fx= Extenla1Fon:c

r-u ~iOII.~--Lx ---~

It=~=AmplUrcaUM I
Figure 2.11: Exlemalleverage- mechanical amplification [38]

Frequency leveraged actuators mainly depend on the alternating control signal to generate

motion. Actuators such as inchworm and ultrasonic motors fall under this category. For an.,
inchworm actuator, frequency performance of the piezoelectric material is used to move the

actuator in one direction in a series of small steps, this action results in an increase of strain

[3). The resonant displacement in the ultrasonic motor for example is proportional to the drive

frequency [39). Very high speed of motion due to high frequency will be achieved. The

schematic of the first ultrasonic motor proposed by H.V. Barth (developed in 1973) is shown
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in figure 2.12). When one of the horns is excited, the rotor rotates in one direction, and by

exciting the other hom, the rotation directionwill be reversed.

Piezovibrator 2

Horn l

Rotor Hom 2

Piezo vibrator 1
Figures 2.12: Ultrasonic molar by H.V. Barth [36]

As far as internal leverage actuators are concerned it can be said that control of the stresses

in a piezoelectric actuator is vital in order to get better performance characteristics.

Pre-loading a piezoceramic actuator has proven to cause substantial changes in the

electromechanical coupling factors (that is, piezoelectric coefficients, dielectric constant, and

elastic compliance) due to nonlinear effects and stress depoling effects. A DC bias electric

field can be applied parallel to the original poling direction, to maintain the ceramic poling

state so that the ceramic can be used at high stress without losing it's piezoelectric

properties. This can also be achieved by regulating the initial compressive stress in the

piezoceramic material [40].

Studies show that a suitable stress state will change the initial domain configuration and

electromechanical characteristics, especially at high electric fields. as a result of the d31

coefficient having increased[41],[42], [43],[44],[45][46].

Generally in the internally leveraged actuators the displacement is mainly produced by

bending through the d31 coefficient. Benders are typically thin but long so that the

displacement produced by d31 is much larger than that produced by d3:![47].
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Displacement of the actuator depends on its structure, materials, actuation mode and

clamping [48].

Contraction and expansion of the piezoceramic layer in the lateral direction is resisted by the

non piezoceramic material (substrate) or a piezoceramic layer with a lower <%, coefficient

consequently the structure is forced to bend under electrical excitation due to stresses

developed between the neighbouring layers.

Bending of the actuator can produce significant axial displacement through amplification of

the lateral displacement. The amplification depends on the size and shape of the actuator.

Young's modulus and the material thicknesses of the passive and active materials [49]. [50],

[51], [42] [53][54].

2.8 C-Shape Piezoelectric Actuator

For certain smart structures applications. the use of curved piezoelectric actuators is

necessary, for example active controls of satellite dishes or mirrors etc [55], [56].

The C-Block piezoelectric actuator was developed in 1996 by A.J. Moskalik and Diann Brei

[57]. -It is a mid-range solid-state piezoelectric actuator, made of semicircular laminated

layers.

When individual actuators are combined in series or parallel, they (figure 2.13) can

respectively generate larger displacement and more force than a comparable straight

bender. The force produced by an array of actuators is proportional to the number of

individual actuators in a parallel arrangement. The resulting displacement equals the sum of

displacements of individual actuators in a series arrangement [58]. One of the first C shape

actuator applications was by Chattopadhyay et al [59]. A number of curved polymeric

piezoelectric C- shape actuator arrays were designed to drive a "smart" flap for individual

helicopter blade control (figure 2.14).
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Figure 2.13: C-block individual actuators in
an array, Reference [58)

Figure 2.14: A rotor blade eross-sectlen showing C-block actuators [59)

The present work related to the C -actuator is based on previous work by J.Moskalik and D.

Brei (57) who proposed a linear model for the quasi-static case. The models were

experimentally verified in the unimorph and bimorph configurations for PZT5 and PZT8

piezoceramic materials and mullimorph configuration for the PVDF material. They also

proposed models that predicted and validated the force-defleclion behaviour of C-block

actuator arrays [58].

Finally, J.Moskalik and D. Brei proposed a model for the dynamic performance of individual

C-block and C-block array archilectures [60] [61]. These models were used for the

identification of natural frequencies and the amplitude across a frequency spectrum.
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CHAPTER THREE

Influence of the External Radius, Thickness and Width of the
Piezoceramic Layer on the Displacement and Force

3.1 Introduction

This chapter covers the quasi-static analysis of a C-shape piezoelectric actuator. As

mentioned earlier in chapter 2, energy conversion is a key feature in the assessment of any

actuator performance. Energy conversion mainly depends upon the applied voltage,

piezoelectric material properties and the geometrical configuration of an actuator. In this

chapter more focus has been put on the optimization of the geometry of a C-shape actuator

(particularly of the piezoceramic layer). An analytical model is used to optimise the geometry

of an individual C-actuator. The Influence of parameters such as external radius, total

thickness and width of the piezoceramic layer on the displacement and force of the C

actuator have been investigated.

The information gathered from the parametric analytical and experimental work is a useful

guide to a designer, enabling the selection of appropriate material and geometry of a basic

C-shape actuator, depending on whether the primary requirement is large force or large

displacement, or for that matter a suitable combination. The information is also useful in

deciding on the required number of individual elements in series and/or parallel depending of

course on overall dimensional limitations.

3.2 Individual C- Shape Actuator

As mentioned earlier when individual C-block actuators are combined in series and/or

parallel it is possible to generate displacement and force larger than a comparable straight

bender. The force produced by an array of C- block actuators is proportional to the number of

individual C-blocks in a parallel arrangement, while the resultinq displacement equals the

sum of displacements of individual blocks in a series arrangement [58].

A unimorph C- shape piezoelectric actuator (figure 3.1) consists of three layers laminated

together to form a semicircular shell l.e. one active layer (piezoceramic) and passive layers

(bonding and substrate). The PZT layer is pre-plated with electrode layers on its inner and

outer surfaces.
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~ Piezoelectric layer

III! 11111111 Bonding Layer

~ Substrate

Figure 3.1: Unimorph C- shape actuator

The inner surface of the piezo-ceramic element that has been preplated with an electrode

layer is bonded on the outer surface of a substrate. Epoxy is used as the bonding agent and

a strong bond is created between the piezo element and the substrate. This ensures that all

loads applied by the active element are transmitted fully to the substrate. With unimorph

actuators, when the piezoelectric element expands/contracts in the radial direction the strain

in the plane normal to the poling direction undergoes a contraction/expansion.

The 'perfect bond" between the piezoceramic element and the substrate leads to a

concentrated couple or moment M pe at the edges of the piezoelectric actuator layer once a

voltage is applied [18]. The concentrated moment will eventually cause the whole structure to

flex. The assumption of "perfect bond" also implies continuity of displacement/strain between

the interfaces of the laminate. For the PZT material, the unimorph configuration is preferred

particularly when the actuating device is to be subjected to both tensile and compressive

loads (especially under large dynamic loads). PZT materials are weak in tension; therefore

for an actuator to perform safely it is important that when determining the stacking sequence

of the layers in the laminate, the piezoceramic element must be positioned on one side of the

neutral axis. This will ensure that the PZT experiences only compressive stresses during its

operation. In addition, by locating the active element as far as possible from the neutral axis

a larger moment arm will be obtained and hence larger bending moment. The location of the

neutral axis is normally achieved by the introduction of passive layers (i.e. SUbstrate) of

appropriate thickness and elastic modulus.
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3.3 Displacement and Force Equations:

To obtain C shape actuator equations, the following assumptions are made:

1. The piezoelectric actuator layers are perfectly bonded together.

• continuous strain across the bond

• Shear stresses in the interfaces are ignored.

2. Small displacements and strains

• Material behaviour is limited within the linear elastic range

3. The actuator is thin

• the effect of transverse shear forces is neglected, cross-sections remain plane

and normal, the rotational deformation is due to bending alone

Since the C-block element is considered to have a thin cross-section it is reasonable to

consider a unidirectional state of loading. The radial displacement and force at the tip of the

free end can be defined by the force-displacement equation obtained using Castigliano

method for thin piezoelectric curved beams [8) [62).

The internal moment' M' at any angular position (figure 3.2) is the sum of moment due to

extemally applied force and the piezoelectric moment

y

Ox
Figure 3.2: Internal forces and moment at a cross-seclion

cut at an angle (J

M=-p'R~SinO+Mpe

Where

p. = Available force at the free end tip.

M P' = Piezoelectric moment

R~= Radius from the origin of the semi-circle to the neutral axis (figure (3.1).

aM
-=-RnasinD
apx
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(3.3)

The complementary energy of an individual actuator (figure 3.2) is obtained by the equation

1 K 2
Uc=~-fM RaadO

zot; 0

Where:

Q = Young's modulus of elasticity of the material.

I z = Moment of inertia of cross-section of the actuator about the neutral axis.

The displacement of the free end can be obtained using complementary energy as follows

[62]:

=_I_i(Mpe -pJR;a sin 6ltO
oi, 0

5 =2MpeRfm pA,a
x D 2D

(3.4)

Where Ox is the radial displacement at the free end.

Expressing the available force in terms of the piezoelectric moment and radial displacement

from equation 3.4, we obtain the net force at the tip of the free end:

2Di5x
-3
1lRna

(3.5)

Where:

D= QIz = Composite bending stiffness

The composite bending stiffness can be obtained by [63]

a bAhrhj-If ( )(hj+hi-l
D=fQ/Zj=IQj 12 +hjhj-hj-I 4

The piezoelectric moment, M pe can be obtained from [8] [57]

Where:

h· m
J = The width of the j layer

Qj = Young's modulus of elasticity ofthe material of the

jmlayer in the laminate
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hj = Coordinate of the outer surface of the jthlayer

hj-I = Coordinate of the inner surface of the jth layer

d31 = Piezoelectric strain constant

£3 = Bectric field

For a thin piezoelectric actuator it is sufficient to assume that an electric field is equal to the

change of voltage between the electrodes' v' divided by the thickness t of the piezoceramic

layer concemed, l.e, t = hj -'hj_1 ' hence

v
hj-hj-I

Using equation 3.8 into equation 3.7 the bending moment for composite layer becomes:

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

pe 1 n
M =- ~ hjQj(hj + h} X (d31V)j2.1=1

And the radius to the neutral axis of the composite circular beam is given by:

t o.5Qh(r] -rJ-I)

Rna]=~ ( )
~ Qjhj rj -ri-J

]=1 J

Where rjand rj-I are the radii from the origin to the inner and outer surfaces of the jth layer

(3.11)

respectively.

The piezoelectric "blocked force" (the force obtained when the displacement of the tip of the

free end is equal to zero, (equation 3.5):

su!"
If, =--

KRna

(3. 12)
D

Free-displacement at the tip of the free end (i.e. when the piezoelectric forcing term is not

resisted externally in any way, (equation 3.4)) becomes:

2MpeR2
na

3.4 Optimization of the Geometry of the Piezoceramic Layer.

The prime objective of this work is to obtain a compact, low powered, high performance

actuating device using C- shape actuating actuator. Energy conversion is an important issue

to be considered in the design of an actuating device. For actuators, materials with a high

piezoelectric strain coefficient are preferred, for which piezoceramic materials are

appropriate candidates. Moderately hard piezoceramic material will be suitable if one is
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seeking a high performance-actuating device in terms of both displacement and force. A

PZT material with larger transverse piezoelectric strain coefficient l.e, 'd31' is preferred. The

materials and their properties chosen for the purpose of this part of the study are shown in

table 3.1.

As mentioned earlier the geometric features of an actuator such as thickness, curvature, the

Table 3.1: Material Properties

Material name Young's Modulus Piezoelectric constant-
Density [glcml[Gpa] d31 [mN]

Piezo-ceramic
6.3E+10 -274E-12 7.8(PZT-5H)

Epoxy 1.9E+09 0 1.3

Mild- Sleel 1.90E+11 0 7.854

number of passive layers and their arrangement have a great influence on the performance

of an actuator. An actuator made with a relatively thicker piezoceramic element will be able

to produce a larger force but yields lesser displacement; it can operate at higher frequencies

than a thinner component of comparable electromechanical and material properties,

however, it consumes more voltage to drive it. The effect of change in the geometry such as

the maximum interface radius, thickness of individual layers and width, that have on the

displacement or force of an individual C-shape element over a range of voltages is analyzed

and the results are shown in figures 3.3 to 3.8.

A Matlab code for computing the blocked force and tree displacement values was developed

based on equations 3.5 to 3.8 and is found in appendix C.

The materials and specifications used in the study are drawn from commercially available

standard sizes of piezoceramic tubes i.e. PI Ceramic [64J, Morgan Eletro-ceramics [65] and

Staveley NDT Technologies [66J.

3.4.1 Case Study 1: Influence of Maximum External Radius

The influence of external radius on displacement and force is displayed in figures 3.3 and 3.4

respectively.

Eight different radii were used for this analysis.

Radii [mm]: 9.53,10.0.10.8,11.0,12.70,15.88,19.05 and 20.0.

The width = 22.0mm

Total thickness of 1.480mm that is.

t¢ = O.84mm, (fixed)
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l subsrrou.' = O.46mm

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that by increasing the external radius of the actuator the

displacement of the free end tip increases while the force is decreased . This can be justi fied

by the fact that increasing an interface radius. the radius to thickness ratio increases which

makes the beam to be more flexible. This also increases the radius of neutral axis (equation

3.9) which in turn increases displacement quadratically (equation 3.11) On the other hand

the radius of neutral axis has an inverse effect on the force (equation 3.10). Both

displacement and force increase with increasing voltage.

external radiusActuator displacement Versus

I I
100 r----;----;---;---;---~-""-...,-___,

60 - - ----r - - ~r- - ~ - ,- ~ - - , - - - - ~ -

I I I I

80 - _--1- _- ~ ~ --- I- - - _1_ _--'-- - - -I- - -L';:'

.s
"Ee
c
§.
;:
"E
"""ii
"C

40

o

,
I I I I I I

:- ~ -f: : -:-~
, I I I I I

+ -

<§'
'0 '
~

Ext. Radius(mm)
-+- SOV -'- l OOV ""'- 150V~200V

Figure 3.3: Dependence of actuator d isplacement on the external radiUS
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Actuator force versus external radius
20 ,------,--- -----,- - ...,-- --;-- - .,---- --,-- ---,- ---,

16

4

L - - -I-- - - -1- - - -1- - - - I-- - - -1- - - -

O ~----'----'------'----'------'----'------'-------J

9.53 10 10.8 " 12.7 5.88 19.05 Rad2 0
Ext. Radius [mm]

......... SOV __ 10DV ---- 150V - 200V

Figure 3.4: Dependence of actuator force on externa l radius

3.4.2 Case Study 2: Influence of Piezoceramic Layer Thickness

The influence of the thickness of piezoeceramic layer on displacement and force output from

the actuator is shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6 respectively. The thickness of the substrate and

the bonding layers were kept constant while changing the thickness of the piezoceramic

layer. The width and the external radius used were 22.0mm and 10.0mm respectively.

The following PZT thicknesses were investigated: 0.75, 0.84, 1.0, 1.5,2.0 [mm].

Total thickness of 1.480mm i.e. ( IP:I =0.84mm= lepo." . 0., 18mrn
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Displacement versus piezoceramic layer thickness

20.----- ,--- - - ,----- ,------ - ---,

I
- - - - - - - - - -. - ---- ~

,

a
0.84 1.5

Thickness [mm]

2

-+- SOV ........ 1DaV _ 150V ----++- 200V

Figure 3.5: Dependence of displacement on piezocerami c layer thickness

"suostrat = 0.46mm). Figure 3.5 shows that by increasing piezo-Iayer thickness the

displacement is reduced while the force is increased (figure 3.6). A simple explanation for

this is that the generated force, apart from the applied voltage it also depends on the amount

of piezoelectric material in (this case the PZT thickness). The thickness also affects the

stiffness of the actuator. While force requires stiff material, displacement requires flexible

material..

Force versus Piezoceram ic thickness

25
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-.- SOV~ 1OQV """""- l S0 V~200V

Figure 3.6: Actuator force Vs thickness of a piezoceram ic layer
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3.4 .3 Case Study 3: Influence of Width

Given a total thickness of 1.480mm e.g. t p" = 0.84mm, bonding and substrate thickness

I,,,,,,, = 0.18 and I",' nro,,= 0.46mm respectively, the external radius of 10.0mm, five diHerent

widths i.e. 12.7, 16.8,22,30 and 38.1 [mm] were used for the analysis. Results show that the

width does not aHect the displacement in any way (Figure 3.7), while the force increases with

increased width (Figure 3.10). This behaviour occurs when the width is increased while other

features are kept constant, which results from the piezoelectric moment and the composite

stiHness increasing simultaneously in equal proportions (this is analogous to having

actuators placed in parallel array). Increase of stiHness will directly increase the force

output(equation 3.11), hence from equation 3.12 it is evident that there will not be any

change in displacement due to proportional increase in both piezoelectric moment and

composite bending stiHness.

In figures 3.3 through 3.8 it can observed, that to obtain large displacement it requires a

large radius, appropriate width and a relatively th in piezoceramic layer While on the other

hand in order to obtain large force it needs a relatively smaller radius, a thicker and wider

(stiH), actuator.

Width against Displacement
20 .0

16.0 :1 II II I I : ~

• • • • •--c ~

e e • * * .. .,,- 12.0 *- "" Ec
.. 0

a. u 8.0 .- -.-- J • -. .- .
~ Ec -

4.0 . . _ I. . _. J_ . . .J . . _ . L_ . .

0.0 1-_ -.:._ _ -'-_---'_ _ ...;,..._ ---'
12.7 16.8 22 30

Width[mm]
38.1

--+- sov~ l00V -.- 150V~ 200 V

Figure 3.7: Dependence of Displacement on actuator width
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Force versus actuator width
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Figure 3.8: Dependence of force on actuator width

Obviously, these requirements are contradictory, which makes it necessary to seek an

optimum geometry, which will provide us with most favourable values of force as well as

displacement.

To illustrate this idea we can refer to results from case studies (1-3) for the range of external

radii, thickness and width tested, where the following set of dimensions was found to provide

favourable values of displacement and force for the basic actuator element, see table 3.2.

1. External radius = 10mm,

2. Width = 22mm,

3. Totalthickness t'" = 1.480mm i.e.

(a) Piezoceramic layer thickness = 0.84mm,

(b) Bonding material r,po~ = 0.18,

(c) Substrate t ,ub'"'''' = O.48mm

Table 3.2: Disp lacement and fo rce results for th e

selected geomet ry

Externa l

Radius

[mm]

Disp lacement

LiOn]

Force

[N]

10.0 2.68 1.38
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3.5 Numerical Validation Using Coventerware FE Software

In order to validate the analytical model, a general-purpose finite element analysis software

(CoventorWare) [67] was used. The displacement and force of an individual C shape

actuator was analysed.

3.5.1 Description of ConventorWare FEA Software

ConventorWare is a Finite Element Analysis software which is meant for the design and

analysis of MEMS (Micro ElectroMechanical Systems), fluidic components and subsystems.

CoventorWare consists of four main modules that may be used either as stand-alone

analysis tools or integrated into a complete design flow:

ARCHITECT - This module is used to quickly explore design alternatives and optimize

performance.

DESIGNER - is a physical design tool that contains a 2-D layout editor, materials property

editor and database, as well as an automatic 3-D model generator.

ANALYZER - is a multi-physics numerical analysis framework. The analyzer is used to

support the physics required to design any device and is used with DESIGNER to verify

designs.

INTEGRATOR - creates non-linear complex reduced-order MEMS models from detailed

models created in ANALVZER that run in system simulation tools [67].

3.4.4.2 Analysis Procedure

Material properties were selected and set in the material properties database settings as per

material data (table 2 in appendix A). This was followed by creating a process flow for the

layers Le. piezoceramic, bonding and substrate layer this is necessary for the construction of

a 3-D model from a 2-D layout. In ConventorWare, material layers are constructed in a

deposit and etch sequence that emulates the actual fabrication process. The 2-D layout

(model) was then created. Based on the information from the 2-D layout, the 3-D model was

created ready for meshing and solving, The structure was then subdivided into smaller,

simpler finite elements mesh with the following characteristics:

IV!~Sh type - tetrahedrons,

Element order: Parabolic

Elementsize: 1500.

The information was then posted for solver simulation. The MechMech solver was used for

the analysis of the piezoelectric physics. The surface boundary conditions were set; the left

end tip was fixed, while the right end one was left free to displace. A 50 volts potential was

applied across the two surfaces of the Pzr material.
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3.5.2 Finite Element Characterization for Piezoelectric Materials

(repeated equation 2.1)

The basic constitutive equations which describe the electromechanical

piezoelectric materials can be summarized in a strain format as follows:

e=5£u+d'E

behaviour of

D=du+~"E

Wheree= Strain vector (6x1), u= Stress tensor (6x1), 5 = compliance matrix (6x6),

D=Electric displacement vector (3x1), E =Electric field vector (3x1), ~= permittivity matrix

(3x3) and d = piezoelectric strain-couplinq constant matrix (3x6). The superscripts'a' and

'E imply that the permittivity data and the elastic coefficient data are measured under at

least constant stress field and constant electric field respectively, while 't' stands for matrix

transpose.

The polarization and the voltage application were assumed to be in a radial direction l.e.

along the thickness of the laminates.

Due to symmetry, the matrices describing the electromechanical behaviour of piezoelectric

materials, assuming orthotropic behaviour of PIT material are represented as follows:

£ £ 5/; 0 0 0511 ~2

~~ ~~ ~; 0 0 0
£

~;
s 0 0 0[5£]= 5" 5"

0 0 0 £ 0 05"

0 0 0 0 5£ 0
"

0 0 0 0 0 £566

[00 0 0 dl5

~][d]= 0 0 0 dl 5 0

dJ I dJ I dJJ 0 0

[':' 0

lJ~s = 0 e:
0 0

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

The piezoelectric material constants assigned to the model are shown in table 2 in appendix

A. The piezoelectric constant data were assigned through piezo-strain option. The

tetrahedral elements were used to create a 3D mesh model for all the layers. This type of

element was chosen due to the fact that they can easily be applied to create models with

more complex shapes.
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3.5.3 Numerical Analysis Results

The numerical analysis results for the displacement output when compared to predicted

results are shown in figures 3.9a to 3.9d.

3.6 Discussion of results

The results obtained using the general purpose CoventorWare finite element software are in

reasonable agreement with the theoretical results.

A slight difference in results figures 3.9a to 3.9d can be justified by the following reasons. In

the theoretical model, contrary to the 2-D, plain stress numerical analysis, the following

assumptions were made:

The actuator is thin, and a one-dimensional state of the actuating device, in which shear and

Poisson's effect were ignored.

Isotropic elastic properties for the piezoceramic material were assumed.

Generally, it is evident that in order to obtain an actuator capable of certain performance,

optimization of the materials selected and the geometry of the basic building element is

necessary. The results are a useful guide for the selection of PZT material and geometry

when optimizing the design of an individual C-shape actuator coupled to the primary

requirement of whether the large force or large displacement is being sought.
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Disp lacem ent Vs External rad ius ,
Theoretical and FEM ana lysis data

R:>rce Vs External Radius,
Theoretica l and FBII analysis data
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Figure 3.9a: Predicted and FEM
(CoventorWare) Displacement analysis
results for various external radii, at 50V
input voltage .

Figure 3.9b: Predicted and FEM
(CoventorWare) force analysis results
for various external radii, at SOV input
voltage
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CHAPTER FOUR

Influence of Substrate Thickness and Material Properties on the
Displacement and Force of a C - Shape Actuator.

4.1 Introduction

It has been established that the geometry and obviously the electromechanical properties of

the piezoceramic material are of paramount importance in determining the performance of

any piezoelectric actuator. In many cases when the piezoceramic material is used in

conjunction with the substrate (particularly in flexural mode), the influence of the substrate

geometry to the actuator performance has been overlooked.

This chapter focuses on an investigation of the contribution of the substrate on the

performance of the C-shape actuator. Influence of parameters such as Young's modulus,

substrate/PZT thickness ratio on the displacement and force of the element were

investigated. The information obtained is useful for determining the appropriate or optimized

geometry for a given set of elastic properties of a substrate.

4.2 Optimization of the Substrate Geometry and Material

4.2.1 Case Study 4: Influence of SubstrateIPZT Thickness Ratio

At first, the free displacement and blocked force were investigated for a PZT layer alone (i.e.

without substrate) for which it was found that the values for displacement and force were

negligibly small (i.e. almost zero). This is easily explainable by the fact that the neutral axis of

the element coincides with the midline of the PZT layer resulting in zero moment arm, and

hence zero piezoelectric moment (equations 3.9,3.11and 3.12). By introducing a

passive/substrate layer to the PZT layer/element, thus forming a composite, an increase of

both displacement and force was noted. Further increase of thickness of passive layers,

unlike the force, which kept on increasing (figure 4.2), the free displacement, reached a

certain maximum value after which it started to decrease (figure 4.1).

An investigation was conducted for various thickness of the piezo-eeramic layer (0.75mm,

0.84mm, 1.0mm, and 1.35mm and 1.5mm). The thickness for the bonding layer (epoxy) was

fixed at 0.18mm and the substrate thickness was varied for each PZT thickness as indicated

above. In this manner the substrate to the PZT ratio ranged from 0.1 to 1.0. It can be

concluded from figure 4.1 that for a given PZT thickness of a C-shaped actuator there is a

substrate thickness that yields the highest value of displacement.
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Displacement Vs SubstrateIPZTthickness ratio
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Figure (4.1). Actua tor displacement from different substrate
thickness for a 10mm width brass substrate. 50 volts
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Figure 4.2: Actuator displacement from different subs tra te
th ickness for a 10mm width brass substrate, 50 volts

A similar observation was reported by Xiaoping Li et al [68] when examining the

electromechanical behaviour of PZT-Brass unimorphs for straight bender actuators. The

normalized torce and displacement response in respect to thickness ratio are shown in figure

4.3.
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Normalized Force and Displacement Vs Subs trateIPZT
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f or a lmm thickness of PZT layer at 50V

4.2.2 Case Study 5: The Effect of Elast ic Properties of th e Substrate Mater ial

Furthe r investigations were conduc ted to find the effect of the elastic properties of the

substrate material on the actuator displacement. Th ree differen t substrate materials were

compared, that is aluminium, brass and mild steel. Figure 4.4 shows that for the rat ios of up

to 0.6 the substrate with higher elastic modulus (mild steel in this case) gives larger

displacement while beyond this ratio the situation is the other way round . At lower ratios a

substrate with larger elastic modu lus tends to increase the moment arm 1 (i.e. by shifting the

location of neutral axis) hence larger piezoelectric moment which in turn produces larger

displacement (equation 3.12). At this range of ratios the bending stiffness is relatively sma ll.

At higher thickness ratios the displacement is small for the substrate with higher Young's

modulus, this is because of the rapid increase of the composite bend ing stiffness. This

behaviour can also be explained by comparing the rates of change of both the composite

stiffness and the radius of neutral axis in respect to the change in the thickness ratio . It can

be seen that the rate of increase of composite stiffness at lower ratios is sma ller compa red to

the rate of increase of the same at higher thickness ratios. The situation is different for the

1 This is due to the fact that the radius of the neutral axis decreases .
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radius of neutral axis; the rate of decrease is larger in the lower ratio zone than in the higher

ratio zone (see figures 4.5, 4.6).
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4.2.3: The Coefficient of Unimorph Actuator

It was found that when the thickness of the substrate is increased the displacement was

increased to a maximum value after which it started decreasing.

From elementary mechanics it is known that the deflection of the beam is determined by

change of the radius of curvature of the neutral surface which depends on the change of

applied bending moment and the flexural rigidity of the structure, that is:

(4.1)

( 4.2)

Where R is the radius of curvature and

n

D = I QJ, is the flexural rigidity (bending stiffness) of the actuator layers.
i=1

Piezoceramic

N
J:: m

Substrate

Figure 4.7: A cross section of the C...actuator

If pure bending is assumed and that the bending moment is only due to induced piezoelectric

strain of the actuator then we can rewrite equation 3.7 as follows:

t'1M=t'1M"'=Q b(hz -h,) (~+h,) d31~V
p 2 t

p

Using figure 4.7 we can substitute tp=(hz-~) • h,=Ii-R~ and hz=rz-R~ in

equation 4.2 and we obtain:

M"'=Q t b(Ii-R~+l"z-Rna) d31~V
p p 2 t

p

M"'=Qbt{Ii+l"z-R }d3I~Vpp 2 na t
p

The expression in the bracket represents the moment arm a. that is
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a=lj+r,-R
2 na

Substituting equation 4.3 into equation 4.1 and after rearrangement we obtain

1 a LlV
Ll R= n Qpbtpd'l-

,LQJi tp
.£=1

(4.4)

(4.5)
1 a LlV

Ll-=-Q
p
bt

pd31 -. ~
R D t

p

In equation 4.5 it is observed that irrespective of the magnitude of the applied voltage, the

change of curvature will depend on the ratio of the moment arm a to the bending stiffnessD

of the actuator. An increase in the moment arm and a decrease in the bending stiffness

yields larger displacement.

It was established earlier that by changing the substrate/PZT thickness ratio l.e. by

increasing the substrate thickness, the moment arm and the flexural rigidity change

simultaneously.

The ratio between the moment arm (equation 4.6) and the bending stiffness has been

defined as the coefficient of unimorph actuator CUE [29] [69]. It is obvious that an optimum

value of c... should indicate the optimum displacement.

(4.6)

Thus it becomes important that we establish the relationship between the coefficient of the

unimorph actuator with the substrate/PZT thickness ratio.

Equation 4.6, may be rewritten as:

a

D
Ij +r, -2Rna (4.7)

(4.8)

For a flxed piezoelectric thickness, the coefficient of unimorph actuator will only depend on

the radius of the neutral axis and the second moment of area about the neutral axis.

Substituting the expressions for second moment of areas for the PZT and the substrate in

equation 4.7 we have:

Ij +r, -2Rna

The first and the second terms in the denominator of equation 4.8 represent the bending

stiffness of the piezoceramic and the substrate layers respectively while the expressions in
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the respective brackets represent their corresponding second moments of area about the

neutral axis.

Where hp and h, are the distances from the mid-surfaces of the pzr layer and the substrate

layer respectively to the neutral axis.

By varying the substrate thickness t, it is obvious that the radius of the neutral axis and the

parameters h
p
and h, will vary accordingly. This makes the process of establishing the

equation which describes the relationship between the coefficient of the unimorph actuator

and the thickness ratio rather complicated. To be able to obtain the mathematical relationship

between the two quantities the following approach was adopted:

1. Using equations 4.4 and 3.10 different values of a where obtained for a selected

number of substrate/Pzr thickness ratios.

2. Equation 3.6 was used to obtain different values of D for the same thickness ratios

as in 1 above.

3. Equation 4.6 was then used to calculate different values of the coefficient of unimorph

actuator.

4. The Coo versus substratelPzr thickness ratio graph was plotted using Ms excel

software using data from step 3.

5. The trend line tool was used to estimate the equation. The polynomial equation of fifth

order was found to give accurate estimation(i.e. regression coefficient of 0.9966)

e,a =O.OO17X' -O.OO9SX' +0.0199X3 -0.0192X2 +0.OO8X+4E -08 (4.9)

Where X = !..L. is the ratio between the thickness of the substrate layer to the thickness of
t p

piezoceramic layer.

6. Based on equation 4.9 the coefficient of unimorph actuator versus the substrate/Pzr

thickness ratio was plotted with the aid of MATLAB (see figure 4.8).
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The procedure described in this section 4.2.3 has demonstrated what has been defined as

the coefficient of unimorph actuator which depends on the thickness ratio between the

substrate and PZT (figure 4.8).

• There is a similarity between the cua - thickness ratio relationship to that of the

displacement - thickness ratio that has been obtained in section 4.2.t (figure 4.1 ).

However it is not apparent that the ratio between the moment arm and the composite

bending stiffness (cua ) can be used to determine the optimum value of displacement.

4.2.4 Determining the Appropriate Location of the Neutral Axis

The investigation on the influence of geometry (i.e. thickness ratio of actuator layers) on

displacement and force has shown that maximum displacement is obtained at a

substrate/PZT thickness ratio of approximately 0.35, however, for a unimorph C-shape

actuator this ratio locates the neutral axis somewhere inside the PZT layer. This situation is

suitable for static operations where the working motion is a unidirectional. Regarding to the

safety of the piezoceramic material, especially when the actuator is to operate under large

external dynamic loading (or high frequency) the neutral axis is recommended to be located

out of the piezoceramic layer. It is important therefore. to determine from the given substrate

and piezoceramic elastic properties , and given geometry of the piezoceramic layer the
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(4.10)

(4.11)

PZTLayer

suitable substrate thickness, which will locate the neutral axis outside the PZT layer. This

approach is chosen based on the fact that the location of the neutral axis of a laminated:

structure is determined by both the geometrY and the elastic properties of its members.

Piezoceramic materials are relatively expensive and difficult to manufacture and because it is

a core determinant of the electromechanical coupling effect its characteristics are normally

predefined. The simplest and cheaper approach would be to adjust the substrate geometrY.

This is done by simply optimizing the intemal radius of the substrate. Substrate materials in

most cases are cheap, readily available and easy to fabricate.

The main task here is to determine the inner radius of the substrate layer, which will locate

the radius of the neutral axis out of the PZT layer.

In equation 3.10 the radius of neutral axis will be out of the PZT layer if the following

condition is fulfilled:

R= ~ (Ii)

Where Ii is the intemal radius of the PZT layer (figure 4.11).

f O.5Q b (r2
_ / )

~. ) > j=l FJ j j j-l

J-l pzt f Q b (r -r )
j=l FJ j j j-l

If we ignore the thickness of the bonding material (for simplicity), assuming equal width of

layers and that the substrate layer conforms into the inner surface of the PZT layer (figure

4.9), the above equation in an expanded form becomes:

2 2 2 2
O.5Q (r -r) +O.5Qpzt(r -r )
__ -=s.=ub=--1=------=O----=s.=ub=-- -=-2_-=1-.!p::zt=_

r 2:
1 Q (r-r) +Q (r-r)

sub 1 °sub pzt 2 1 pz:

Substrate
layer

Figure 4.9: Individual C-shape actuator
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Cross-multiplying and collecting like terms we obtain:

2 2 2 2
QsubIj -QpztIj -2QsubIjro+2QpztIjr2+QsubrO + Qpzt r2 ;,,0

(QSUb - Q pzt )1
2

+ Q pzt (2Ij r2 - r2
2)+

Qsub (- 21 ro + r0
2);"

0

Letting r be the ratio of the elastic modulus of the PZT to substrate layers:

Q pzt
r ~-- . And the ratio

Qsub

Qsub - Q pzt
p~

Qsub

We have:

r; - ZrlrO + prlZ + r(ZrlrZ - rl)<: 0

Solving the quadratic equation in terms of Fo

From the condition gi",en by equation 4.10. the only valid value for r" will be

ro = 1j - N-/111j2 + r(21jr2 - rn)
Hence

(4.12)

(4.13)

Equation 4.6 yields values of internal radius of the substrate in terms of elastic moduli and

the geometry of the PZT layer which will locate the neutral axis outside the PZT layer. The

values for intemal radii for selected substrate materials are shown in table 4.2 and the

corresponding radii of neutral axis are shown in figure 4.10.

As it was mentioned earlier, in order to obtain a large displacement output, flexible actuator is

required while for large force, a considerable stiff actuator will be appropriate. Displacement

and force outpu1 for the out -of- PZT layer neu1ra1 axes for the selected substrate materials

are shown in figures 4.11and 4.12 respectively.

Table 4.2: Internal radii for a substrate layer for selected substrate materials and
external radii.

Young's
Material Modulus 1j[m] r,[m] r[m] p[m] Fo[m)

[Gpa]

Aluminium 70 9.00E-03 1.00E-02 1.086 -8.60E-02 7.96E-03

Brass 130 9.00E-03 1.00E-02 5.85E-Q1 4.15E-01 8.24E-03

Stainless 210 9.00E-03 1.00E-02 3.60E-Q1 6.40E-01 8.40E-03Steel
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RADIUS OF NEUTRAL AXIS Vs SUBSTRATE Tli ICKNESS
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Figure 4.10: Radius of neutral axis for a range of substrateIPZT thickness ratios for
different substrate materials
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FORCE Vs SUBSlRAlE THICKNESS
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Figur~ 4.12: Force for a range of substrate thicknesses from
different substrate materials

4.2.5 Dependence of the Rad ius of Neutral Ax is on th e Substrate Materi al's

Elastic Propert ies

The main objective of this study is to establish the effect of the substrate material's elastic

properties on the location of the neutral axis of the C-shape unimorph piezoelectric actuator.

The radius of the neutral axis for the curved shape composite beam is given by equation

3.10 that is:

(Repeated equation 3.10)

Assumptions

(1) Actuator is of a unimorph configuration

(2) Bonding layer is neglected

(3) Both layers are of equal width

Subscripts 0 and 1 indicate the inner and outer radii of the substrate material respectively

and subscripts 1 and 2 are for the inner and outer radii of the PZT layer respectively (figure

4.9). This implies that the substrate layer conforms into inner surface of the PZT layer.

Taking into consideration the above assumptions, equation 3.10 in an expanded form

becomes:
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2 2 2 2
0. 5Qsub ('I - '0 ) + 0.5Q pzt ('2 - 'I )

Qsub ('I - '0) + QPZI ('2 - 'I)

0. 5Qsub('I-'0)('1 + '0) + 0.5 Q pzt ('2 -'1)('2 +'1)
=

Qsllb ('I - '0) + Qpzt ('2 - 'I)

Taking

'sub =('I -'0) = Substrate layer thickness

, pzt ~ ('2 - 'I)=PIT layer thickness

2'm(sub) = ('I + '0) = Mean radius for substrate layer and

2'm(pzt) = ('2 + '1)= Mean radius for PIT layer

Equation 4.14 becomes:

Q sub t slIb rm(slIb) + Q pzt t pzt rm(pzt)

Rna =
Q t b + Q tsub su pz: pz:

(4.14)

Qsub rm(slIb )+Q pzt

Qsub +Q pz:

!J>ILrt
b

m(pzt)
su

!J>IL
t sub

(4.15)

(4.16)

t
Taking a =Q;zt pzt ,equation 4.15 becomes:

tsub

Qsubrm(sub) + arm(pzt)
Rna =

Qsub +a

The effect of the Young's modulus of the substrate material on the location of the neutral axis

is shown in figure 4.13
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Radius of Neutral axis Vs Young's Modulus of elasticity of
Substrate material
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Figure 4.13: Dependence of the radius of neutral axis on the elastic
constant of substrate material.

From equation 4.16, if we assume that the actuator element is made up of only PZT layer i.e.

Q:;' = 0, then the radius of neutral axis will coincide with the mean radius, but when the

substrate is introduced (figure 4.13) shows that the radius of the neutral axis increases

quadratically with an increase of modulus of elasticity of the substrate.

4.2.6 Effect of Substrate Material on the Piezoelectric Moment

From equation 3.7 for the piezoelectric moment:

(4.17)

(Repeated equation (3.7»
pe 1 n E

M ~;. j~/jQj (h j +hj _1)x(d31V) j

Expanding equation 4.3 we have:

pe I I
M =-bQsub(hf +hO)x(d3\V)\ +-bQpu(hZ +h\)x(d3\V)z z z
Since the electric field is applied to the piezoceramic layer only and also due to the fact that

the piezoelectric strain coefficient for non-piezoceramic material is zero then the first tenn in

equation 4.17 becomes zero, hence

(4.18)
pe \

M =-bQp;:t(hz +h\)x(d3IV )Z
Z

From equation 4.18 it implies that the substrate material has no direct effect on the

piezoelectric moment instead as it was established in equation 4.16 it has an influence on

the location of the neutral axis, hence the moment ann i.e,

h.=r-R
J ) 'w (4.19)

SUbstituting equation 4.16 of the neutral axis into equations 4.19 we have:
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h = r
j j

Q r +ar
sub m(sub) m(pzt)

Q +a
sub

(4.20a)

h
1

And

('i -'m(sUb))QSUb +('i -'m(PZl)}

Q +a
sub

(,z -'m(sub) )QSub +('z-- rm(PZlJa

Q +a
sub

(4.20b)

(4.20c)

SUbstituting equations 4.20b and 4.20c into equation 14.18 we obtain

M pe ~lbQ (b -rm(Sub)Psub +b -'m(PZl)}x+h -'m(Sub)Psub+h-'m(PZl)}r)X(d V)
Z pZl Q +a 31

sub

Taking z'm(PZl) ~'z +'1 then

pe [(" .m=(PZl:..:-)----'-"m(.:.:::.:sUb)'"'-)Q.:.:::.::ub]M ~bQ (d V)-
pzt 31 QE +a

sub

Taking

K =bQ:Zl(d3IV)~m(PZ1) -'m(subJ we obtain:

(4.21)

The effect of the Young's modulus of the substrate material on magnitude of piezoelectric

moment is shown in figure 4.14

Figures 4.13 and 4.14, reveal that the radius of neutral axis and the piezoelectric moment are

influenced more or less in a similar manner by the elastic moduli of the substrate material.
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PE Moment Vs Elastic modulus
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Figure 4.14: Depend ence of piezoelectr ic moment on the elastic properties of the
substrate material

4.2.7 Effect of Elastic Modulus of a Substrate Material on the Blocked Force.

In order to establish the direct relationship between the elastic modulus of the substrate

material and the blocked force, equat ions 4.16 and 4.21 are substituted in equation 3_7 and

we obtain :

I
K Qsub

1
tQ Sllb rm{,slfb l + a rm{p:f ) )

(4.22)

Where

1 .K 1
K =- and a = QTm( p::.il

st

The manner in which the elastic modulus influences the actuator force is shown in figure 4.15
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Force Vs elastic modulus of a substrate material
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Figure 4.15: Relationship between blocked force and the elastic modulus of a
substrate material

4.3 Discussion of results

The substrate/PZT thickness ratio as well the substrate's Young's modulus have a major role

in determining the position of the neutral axis (N.A) and thus the moment arm which is

defined as the distance between the midline of the PZT layer" to the neutral axis. The

position of the neutral axis also determines the portion/part of the cross-section of the PZT

layer which will be subjected to compression/tension load during the forward and backward

strokes of the actuator especially when subjected to an allernat ing electric field. The farther

the neutral axis goes away from the midline of the structure the larger the moment arm and

hence the larger the piezoelectric moment

At the ratio of 1:1 the whole PZT layer will more likely be loaded by a compressive load

during the inward stroke and vice versa.

For the thickness ratio which gives the peak displacement, low voltages can be used to

produce the same amount of displacement which would have demanded higher voltages if a

much thicker actuator was used . From this study it was concluded, that total actuator

thickness alone is not enough to determine the actuator performance. It was found that

2 The positionwhere the piezoelectric force is assumedto act
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thickness ratios between (0 .25 - 0.35) produce maximum displacement and relat ively small

force . For ratios beyond this range the displacement decreases while the force increases.

The recommended substrate/PZT thickness ratios which will yield optimum displacement

values and thus obviously useful for engineering purposes are shown by the dolled line

(Figure 4.16).
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,

\

0 2 0.3 0 4 0.:: 0 6 0.7 0.8 0 .9
SuMlrateI'PZT thidlnesS ratio

c.r

Displacement Vs SubstrateIPZT thickness ratio

-+- 0.75PZT

~1 .35PZT

o~ ----' ---'-- ---J

o

".
~e 12

I
•
~
~ 0.8

'a

5

Figure 4.16: Reco mmended Substrate/PZT thickness ratios
for engineering use

The results should be of interest

to designers wishing to establish

how much force will be sacrificed

by choos ing to have a certain

amount of displacement and vice

versa. The results also help to

detenmine the appropriate

geometry (i.e. thickness ratio) as

well as the suitable substrate

material if one aims for large

displacement and/or large force.

In the case where two quantities

are to have reasonable

comprom ise between them

perhaps the maximum work done

will be the best criterion for the selection of the appropriate substrate/PZT thickness. For the

given PZT thickness and substrate material, it is indicated that the thickness ratio of 1.5 will

produce maximum work output figure 4.17. This can also be shown from figure 4.18 that the

maximum work output will be produced from the Force-displacement curve which has a

slope of approximate forty five degrees .

In add ition, the results obtained from this study ass ist the designer while making a decision

on an appropriate number of C- actuators in series and/or parallel depending on the desired

values of force and displacement
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Figure 4.17: Work done of the C- block actuator with respect to
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(repeated equation (2.1))

4.4 Finite Element Validation Using MSC Marc.

A finite element simulation was used in order to validate the results of the analytical study on

the influence of substrate/PZT thickness ratio on the actuator performance. For this purpose

general-purpose finite element analysis software (MSC Marc) was used. MSC. Marc

contains a fully coupled implementation of piezoelectric analysis, which enables

simultaneous solving for the nodal displacements and electrical potential.

As mentioned before (in section 3.4.4.3), finite element formulation is based on the general

constitutive equations that describe the electromechanical behaviour of piezoelectric

materials equation 2.1

E Te=s a v d E

aD=da+;; E

4.4.1 Strain

Strain in terms of displacements for each element may be expressed:

/e) = [B llu}(e)
u

Where: (ul,e) is an elemental vector of displacement, and

[B.] Is the matrix containing derivatives of shape functions for the displacements.

4.4.2 Electric Field

In an element, the electric field can be expressed in terms of potential

Where [B.] is a matrix containing derivatives of shape functions for potential

f/! = Nodal potential.

Substituting equations 4.23and 4.24 into equation 2.1 we obtain:

{a} = fQ IB Ku}+Cd{CB J{l"}
... E U qJ

{D}= [d][B I(u}+[/;)[B lll"}
u l"

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

But on the other side the general force equilibrium equation in the elasticity problem

according to Hellinger -Reissner principle is:
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I({&-Y{CT})dv ~ {.rUY {F}
v

-I({.rEy {D})dv ~ {.rUY[QE]
v

And

{&of ~{rofIB IT
u

{6EY ~{<lipnBq>Y

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

Where

« and <5u are virtual strain and virtual displacement vectors respectively, and <5£ is the

virtual electric field vector.

Substituting equations 4.25 and 4.27 into equation 4.26 we have:

{ouf1[[BuY[oJBu1U} + [BUY1dJT[Bq>]{q>}}V ~ {ouf{F}
v

{<lipf r[ [Bq>Y[dlBu){u} - IBq>JT 1~][Bq>){q>+V = {<lipf {oJ
v

Simplifying equation 4.28 we obtain the elemental finite element equations as:

(4.29)

Where:

kJ{kJr[o)Bu~dv (4.30)
v

h.}[Kq>uY = {khdY[Bq>]}V (4.31)
v

[ Kq>q>] = -{[ Bq>rk{Bq>J}v (4.32)

Where [Kuul represents global stiffness matrix, lKq>uJ= lKuq>Jare global piezoelectric

coupling matrices and lKq>q> j is the element dielectric stiffness matrix, Qc represent global

charge, and F is the global surface force.

To obtain the global finite element equations, expressions for each element (equation 4.29)

had to be assembled using finite element solver and hence estimation of actuator

displacement and force in respect to various thickness ratios.

4.4.3 Creating the Finite Element Model

MSC Marc Mentat was used to create the geometrical and finite element analysis model.
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Mentat is a Graphic User Interface program used along with Marc to create an analysis

model [70J.

For each layer two semi-circular curves were created, from which ruled surfaces were

defined, followed by converting them into finite element models. Mesh density was varied

according to the thickness ratio.

4.4.4 Boundary Conditions

The potential of the nodes where the piezoceramic elements are connected with the bonding

elements (inner surface nodes) were set to zero. The voltage of 50V is applied to the nodes

on the outer surface of the piezoceramic layer. One end tip was completely constrained from

translation and rotation and the other end is left free to move for displacement analysis while

for force analysis one node on the free end tip was constrained in x-direction. Reaction force

displayed by this node is taken to be the output force of the structure, (blocked force).

4.4.5 Material Properties

Brass was used as a substrate material while an epoxy bonding layer was assumed. The

data for the piezoceramic layer were entered by giving mechanical data for (anisotropic

properties), and non-mechanical data (electrostatic for dielectric constants, and piezoelectric

for the coupling constants). In order to account for direction dependence constants for

piezoelectric material and also the polarization of the piezoceramic elements, an orientation

option was used as follows: Poling was along Z -axis (thickness direction) and X and Yare

respectively in radial and circumferential directions.

4.4.6 Load-Cases and Job Parameters

The objective of the analysis was to obtain displacement and force values for the actuator at

different substrate to PZT thickness ratios (i.e. 0.0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75; 1.0; 1.25; 1.5; 2.0), for a

fixed input voltage under quasi-static conditions.

Element type 160 was used for the piezoelectric analysis. Element type 160 is a four-node,

isoparametric, arbitrary quadrilateral for plane stress piezoelectric applications. The

..mechanical part of this element is based on element type 3, which was used for the substrate

and bonding materials. The electrical part of this element was added as the third degree of

freedom [71]. To improve bending behaviour assumed strain was selected.

4.4.7 Discussion of Simulation Results.

Results from the finite element analysis are compared to the predicted ones. In figure 4.19 it

is shown that there is a dose agreement in behaviour in terms of the shape of the curves, the
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ratio for maximum displacement which falls between 0.25 to 0.35 thickness ratios. As far as

magnitudes are concerned, the difference is due to the fact that the theoretical model was

simplified to one dimensional state and isotropic properties of piezoelectric material and the

width remaining constant were assumed while in the numerical mod el, the piezoceramic

material was considered to have anisotropic properties and plain stress state of loading were

assumed where the Poisson's effect

Figure 4.19: Displacement Vs thi ckness ratio:
Theo retical results compa red to numerical analysis, at
SOV input vo ltage for brass substrate

21.50.5

12 ,-- ----,-- - - - - - --,
~.,-.,
Eo

.~ 0.8
::;:
~ Q6
e.,
E 0.4.,
lJ

-5, 02
.!!l
° 0 6- ---'

o

was also taken into account. In the

case of results for the force (figure

4.20), it is seen that at higher thickness

ratios there is a big difference between

the predicted and the finite element

analysis results, this is due to the fact

that at these ratios apart from reasons

explained above, the piezoelectric

beam becomes thicker in such a way

that the thin beam theory can not give

accurate results. Also the generated

piezoelectric force is a function of

applied voltage and the

electromechanical properties of the

piezoceram ic material; therefore it

12.------,-- - - - - ---------

Force Vs thi ckness ratio , Nurrerical and
theoretical analysts data

~
0 8

~ 06
~
0

U. 0 4

0.2

reaches to a ratio where an

induced force is not enough to

deform. The contour plots for

displacement and force at the

turning point (at maximum

displacement) are shown in

figures 4.21and 4.22

respectively.

SubwateJPZTthickn e ss ratio

Figure 4.20: Force vs. thickn ess ratio: Theoret ical
results compared to numeri cal analysis at SOV input
voltage for brass substrate
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rat io
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CHAPTER FIVE

Experimental Investigation

5.1 Introduction

The behaviour of the C-shape piezoelectric element as shown before is highly influenced by

the material properties and size of the substrate.

The main purpose of the experimental investigation was to validate the previously shown

influence of parameters such as substrate material and thickness on the performance of an

actuator, namely displacement and force output under quasi-static conditions.

Displacement and force measurements were carried out for actuators made from three

different substrate materials (i.e. aluminium, brass, and mild steel) and three different

thicknesses for each material for, the voltage range of 25V to 175V.

5.2 Fabrication of a Unimorph C- Shape Actuator

During the investigation, individual unimorph C- shape actuators were produced consisting of

three layers i.e. piezoceramic material (PZ26), an adhesive layer and a metallic substrate.

Dimensions and specifications for the piezoceramic are as shown in table 1 in appendix A.

nine prototypes of the laminated C- actuator were fabricated using mild sleel, brass, and

aluminium as the substrate material.

A C-shape piezoceramic layer was obtained from a piezoelectric tube of 20mm outside

diameter, 18mm intemal diameter and a widlh of 10mm cut along the width into two halves.

The elements were pre-plated with silver electrodes both on the inner and outer surface

(figure 5.1). Fabrication of the substrates was done by turning solid round bars to be able to

conform inside the PZT ring. The bars were drilled to obtain tubes with different thicknesses

(that is 0.31, 1.0, and 2.0mm). Finally the tubes were cut longitudinally into two halves (figure

5.2).
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Figure 5.1: C-shape piezoceram ic ring

Figure 5.2: Substrate ri ngs fr om Mild Steel , Aluminium and Brass
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Wires were soldered on to the silver electrodes by using ordinary lead solder. Proper working

temperature and solder time were maintained so as not to cause depoling of the

piezoceramic material and degradation of the silver coating (electrodes). The fabrication of

the actuator is shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Figure 5.3: c-shape actuator components ready for assembly

Figure S.4: A set of assemb led un imorph C-shape actuators with
Aluminium, Brass and Mild steel substrates
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A high strength Pratley quickset adhesive was used; resin and hardener of equal proportions

mixed and applied to both surfaces to be bonded, that is the piezoceramic inner and

substrate outer surfaces. The two surfaces were brought together and the bond was left to

set and cure for 24 hours.

5.3 Experimental Procedure.

5.3.1 Measurements of the Static Displacement

Measurements of the static displacement of the actuator were obtained by using an OMEGA

GP901 series digital gauging probe [72]. The displacement measurements were obtained

directly in mm with the help of a high performance dig~al readout for linear encoders and

digital gage probes- DR601 (Omega Engineering).

The measuring probe was brought into contact with the tip of the free end of the actuator.

The. actuator was excited by a square waveform produced by the function generator

(Arbitrary Function Generator Model: AFG 310, Sony Tektronix). Voltages of 25V, 50V, 75V,

100V, 125V 150V and 175V were applied at a low cycle (0.05Hz) while attempting to

measure the extension of the actuator.

The signal from the function generator was amplified by the piezo driver/amplifier - TRek

Model PZD 700 Dual channel). The power supplied to the actuator was closely monitored

through the TDS 224 four-channel digital real-time oscilloscope. The experimental setup for

measuring the displacement of the actuator is shown in figure 5.5.

5.3.2 Measurement of Static Force

Measurements of static force were obtained in a similar manner as for displacement with the

actuator excited by a square waveform supplied by the function generator (AFG 310).

Voltages of 25V, 50V, 75V, 100V, 125V 150V and 175V were applied as previously

described.

The force generated by the actuator at the free end tip was measured using a subminiature

load cell (model: LCKD-1 KG) (73). The load cell output voltage proportional to actuator force

was directly displayed through the digital force indicator/cond~ioner(model: DFI 7000 DM).

The signal conditionerlindicator were supplied by Cooper Instruments & Systems (74).

-The experimental setup for the measurement of actuator force is shown in the figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Experimental set up for the measurement of displacement.
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Function
generator

Oscilloscope

Load Cell

Figure 5.6: Experimental setup for the Measurement of stat ic force
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5.3.3 Displacement Measurement Resu lts and Discussion

Actuators with thinner substrate give larger displacement than the thicker one, see figure 5.7.

As far as the elastic properties of a substrate material are concerned, an actuator with a

relative small value of Young's Modulus substrate material yields large displacements (figure

5.8). For all cases it is observed that displacement is increased with increase in applied

voltaqe,

Displacement Vs App lied Vol tage,
Experimental data for brass

substrates

3.5 ~-------~--~
--- -- - ---- - -- ,.-

50 100 150

Applied Voltage [Vj

-+-O.31mm ....... 1mm -'- 2mm

200

Figure 5.7: Displacement dependence on the applied
voltage and on the substrate thickness

Disp lacement Vs Applied voltage
Experimental analysis data for 2mm

substrate

1.6 ,---.,-----,---------,
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e
u

~
~ 0.8

~•ci 0 .4
•i5

50 100 150 200

Applied Voltage [V]

-+-Aluminium ........ Brass -+- Mild Steel

Figure 5.8: Dependence of actuator displacement on the
app lied voltage and on the elasti c properties of the
substrate material
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A combination of elastic properties and geometry (thickness) contribute to the total actuator

stiffness and thus influencing the displacement see table 5.1.

Figure 5.9 shows typical experimental results for the displacement of the free end of the

actuator compared to those predicted by the finite element analysis and also for different

thickness ratios as shown in figure 5.13.

Table 5.1: Total actuator stiffness for selected
substrate materials and thickness

Substrate Substrate Actuator total
material thickness stiffness[Nlm]
Brass

0.31 1.87e+05

Brass
1.0 7.29e+05

Aluminium
2 2.44e+06

Brass
2 2.73e+06

Mild steel
2 4.3ge+06.

5.3.4 Force Measurement Results and Discussion

Larger forces are obtained from an actuator with thicker substrate (figure 5.10), as well as

from substrates with larger Young's modulus of elasticity (figure 5.11). It is observed that the

actuator output force is directly proportional to the applied voltage, and good agreement is

shown between experimentally obtained force output and the predicted by the FE analysis

(figure 5.12) and for different thickness ratios shown in figure 5.14.
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Disp lacement Vs Applied voltage for the 1mm brass
substrate
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Figure 5.9: Experimental results compared to finite element analysis for
displacement of an actuator made with a 1mm brass substrate .

Force Vs App lied Force , Experimental data
for brass substrates
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Figure 5.10: Dependence of force on th e applied voltage f or selected
substrate layer thickness
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Force Vs App lied Voltage, experimental data for
1mm substrates
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of force over applied voltage for
selected substrate layer material
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Figure 5.12: Compa rison of experimental and predicted
results of actuator for ce output for a 1mm brass substrate .
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5.4 Conclusions Displacement Vs SubstrateIPZT
Th ickness ratio

Nine different actuators have been

agreement of predicted and

experimental results was noted. It

can be concluded therefore that, for

a given PZT actuator material

regardless of applied voltage, the

free displacement and the blocked

force are influenced by the actuator

stiffness which is partly contributed

by the substrate material elastic

moduli and the geometry (in this

case thickness).
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CHAPTER SIX

A Micro-Motor Comprised C-Shape Piezoceramic Actuators

6.1 Introduction

This chapte r demonstrates how to use the information obtained from the previous case

studies of optimizing the selection of the actuator material and geometry. The objective was

to obtain an actuator, which can produce maximum displacement from the available PZ26

piezoceramic material. The information from figures 3.3 through 3.8 was used to determine

the external radius, piezo-thickness and width and substrate material, while information from

graphs 4.3, 4.8 and 4.16 to 4.18, was used to determine the appropriate thickness ratio. for

the selected substrate material. Analytical models were used to compute the free

displacement and blocked force of the micro-motor. The results were validated by the MSC

Marc Finite Element Analysis commerc ial software.

In many applications piezoelectric 'patches' are bonded on to surfaces , which they are

intended to control. In other instances, actuator end-tips are mechanically connected with the

object they control. In this work a simple design for a stand-alone device comprising

individual C-block actuators was proposed as shown in figure 6.1. The device is intended to

work as an independent piezo-motor as a source of vibration or a vibration exciter.

Individual C-shape
elements arranged in

series (top raw)

Actuator housing

~Vll
I '\
I ''-- -----j

Figure 6.1: A section view of an actuating device
showing part of C-element actuator arrays
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Typical applications could be in microvibro-hoppers, for feeding devices in parts handling

systems. as a motor for micro-shakers (declogging devices). or for portable micro

compacting machines.

6.2 C-Shape Actuators Connected in Series and Parallel Arrays

As mentioned earlier. adding individual actuators in series increases displacement

proportional to their number without any increase in force, but if sets of actuators connected

in series are put in parallel to each other and arranged to work as a team an increase in force

is also obtained [58).[59). The actuating device proposed in this work is made up of two

parallel sets, each set comprising two individual actuators connected in series. Obviously,

the number of actuators in series will determine the total displacement while the number of

arrays in parallel will determine the totalforce.,

The arrangement of actuators and the application of the electric field are in such a way that

deflections of the end tips of individual elements sum up as shown in the figure 6.2.

••
M

pT
..

Figure 6.2: Summation of piezoelectric moment from individual actuator when
joined in series

Since the force-displacement relationship is linear. the total displacement of any array is

obtained by determining the energy stored into an individual element due to deformation.

Applying Castigliano's 2'· theorem[62) the total displacement t5x in the direction of applied

load P, for an individual element (see fig. 6.3) is obtained.

aUeJ =
.r aPx (6.1)

Where Uc is the complementary strain energy due to bending. The total complementary

energy of an individual element at any angular position () (figure 6.3) is obtained by the

(6.2)
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(6.3)

M

ax

Figure 6.3: Internal forces and moment at a

cross-section cut at an angle (J

The internal bending moment M, in this case is a sum of two moments; one being due to

piezoelectric strain M pe (equation 3.9) and the other is due to externally applied load - M Px.

For q sets of parallel arrays, the externally applied load is equally distributed amongst the

arrays making each array set to bear a load equal to P* ~ Px

q

Thus

p
M~±(Mpe + M Px) ~±(Mpe +2. Rna sinO)

q

Total complementary energy for the sets made up of' 5 'individual actuators in series and' q'

sets in parallel, is the product of complementary energy for individual elements and the

number of actuators in series and the number of actuators in parallel

iu!" + Px Rna sin 0)2
1 Jr q

Uc=-qsj RnadO
2 0 C

The displacement of the free end the tip of a single set of arrays, equation 6.1 becomes:

2

(
M pe + Px Rna sino)

a 1 Jr qa =- -qsj Rna dO
xapx20 D

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

Substituting equation 3.9 for the piezoelectric moment into equation 6.5, integrating within

the limits, and followed by partial differentiation with respect to externally applied load P.,

the displacement at the free end tips for an actuating device becomes:

_3 pe 2
strPxKna 25M Rnaa =~"--""-

x 2qD D

And the available force is:
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2qD 4qMpe
Px = -2-iix---

n.sRna 1d?na
(6.7)

If friction and the losses due to the weight are ignored, the total free displacement for the

micro-motor comprised of 'q 'arrays is obtained by setting the externally applied load in

equation 6.6 to zero.

2sMpeR2
na

D

The total blocked force for the free end tip i.e. at dx =0 is

pe
..total _ 4qM
If, -

JrRna

(6.8)

(6.9)

Finding the ratio of the blocked force to the free displacement yields the actuator stiffness, in

this case ~

p" 2qD
k-----

- Of - Jt5~a

6.3 Selection of Appropriate Substrate Material and Thickness

(6.10)

It was established in chapter 4, that larger displacements and force are obtained at the

substrate/PIT thickness ratios between 0.25 and 0.35. A mild steel substrate was found to

yield larger displacement that aluminium and brass. For the purpose of demonstration the

thickness of 0.31mm mild steel substrate was selected, see table 6.1 for the material and

geometry specification.

Number of actuators:

Parallel: 2

Series: 2

Predicted results at the applied voltage of 175V:

Displacement: 3.54x 2 =70.18[;nn) equation 6.8

Force: O.877x 2 =l.74[N) equation 6.9
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Table 6.1: Material and dimensional specifications of the micro-motor basic
unit

External Thickness Young's
Material Width

radius [mm] Modulus

Piezoceramic

(PZ26) 10 1 10 76e+09

Bonding Material

(Epoxy) 0.18 10 5.2e+09

Substrate

(Mild Steel) . 0.31 10 1.ge+ll

6.4 Finite Element Simulation

The finite element analysis was conducted in order to compare with the theoretical results.

6.4.1 Creation of Finite Element Model

A similar procedure, used to create a finite element model for a single actuator demonstrated

in chapter 4, was followed here with the exception that two individual actuators were joined in

series at their end tips to fonn one array sel. This was then followed by duplicating the array

to fonn a model of two parallel sets as shown in figure 6.4.

6.4.2 Boundary Conditions

The translation and rotation in X and Y axes for the left hand side end tips for both arrays are

constrained on the left, the other ends are left free to move. One independent node was

created as a reference node for the rigid link body element (RBE3). The nodes from the two

free end tips were tied to this node to enable them to produce the same displacement and

force (figure 6.4).

For each element two electrodes were created, one on the inner surface of the piezoceramic

layer for zero potential boundary condition(ground) and the other on the outer surface for non

zero potential boundary condition(electrode).
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•

Figure 6.4: Parallel array and serial C -ac tuatcrs and the applied boundary
conditions

6.4.3 Load-Cases and Job Parameters

The main objective of the analysis is to obtain displacement and force of the micro-motor at a

fixed input voltage under linear-elastic quasi-static condit ions. The same element types 160

for piezoceramic material and element type 3 for non piezoceramic material were used (refer

section 4.4.6).

6.4.4 Numerical Simulation Results.

As predicted. the simulation results show an increase of twice as much displacement for a

two actuators in serial array and without increase in force compared to that of a single

actuators (see figures 6.5. 6.6. 6.7. and 6.8. The force doubles when a parallel array is

considered (figure 6.9, 6.19) while displacement remains unchanged .
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Figure 6.5: Displacement by a single actuato r: 2.n4 micrometer
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Figure 6.6: Force generated by a single actuator: O.504N
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Figure 6.8: Force generated by two units in series: O.404N
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Figure 6.9: Displacement produced by two units in series and two units in parallel.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Finite Element for Dynamic Analysis of an Individual C-5hape
Piezoelectric Actuator

7.1 Introduction

Curved piezoelectric actuators are widely used in vibration control. Better understanding of

their dynamic behaviour upon application of electric voltage can improve design [75] [76]

[77]. i<nowledge of the dynamic behaviour of a C shape actuator is critical for the effective

operation and control on structures, to control vibration.

A Finite element model was developed, based on the Euler-Bernoulli theory, to investigate

the dynamic behaviour of an individual C-shape piezoelectric actuator subjected to sinusoidal

voltage. The main goal of this study was to develop and validate numerical analysis tools for

curved shape piezoelectric actuators. Once validated for a simple configuration the results

can ultimately be extended for more complicated geometries and be helpful in the

optimization of the design of curved shape piezoelectric actuators. The dynamic solutions for

a free/forced undamped piezoelectric actuator were obtained using a modal analysis method.

For the verification of finite element formulation a MATLAB code, (see appendices B1-B5)

was developed to aid in the computation of the fundamental frequency and the

corresponding normal mode of a four elements model. The general purpose finite element

software MSC Marc was used to simulate the first 3 natural frequencies and their respective

mode shapes as well as locating the resonance points for three different substrate materials

of three different substrate/PZT thickness ratios.

There is a wealth of dynamic analysis models developed by J. Moskalik and D. Brei [60] for

this particular configuration, but the focus of their work has been the analytical (exact)

approach. The analytical approach is very challenging and involves a huge amount of

mathematical work particularly when complicated boundary conditions are involved. The

finite element method, is a widely accepted and powerful tool for analyzing complex

structures [78].[79][80]. Also finite element method lends itself to programming.

7.2 Finite Element Fonnulation

The C-shape piezoelectric actuator is obviously a curved shape. For simplicity and for

computational economy, a flat (straight arc) element can be used to approximate a curved

structure [71][82]. A straight arc element is assumed to undergo both extensional and

bending deformations provided that the deformations are small. A straight arc element is

obtained by superposing the standard two degrees of freedom (d.o.f) bar element to account
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for axial displacement with the four d.o.f. beam element to account for lateral and rotational

displacements [80] (figures 7.1a and 7.1b).

z

p,

I. i U,

Fi~:e 7.1a: Stra:9hl arc.L SUbj~e: 10both
extensional and bending deformations

Figure 7.1b: Straight arc element assemblage used to model an arc

In the present formulation the following the assumptions made durinq the derivation of quasi

-statlc models are also applied here l.e. that the piezoelectric actuator layers are perfectly

bonded together (thus continuous strain across the bond is guaranteed, and also shear

stresses in the interfaces are ignored. Material behaviour is limited within the linear elastic

range (small displacements and strains). Also since the C shape actuator is a thin

structure/beam therefore the Euler- Bernoulli model was considered for the finite analysis of

the structure, that is, the effect of transverse shear forces is neglected, cross-sections remain

plane and normal to the deformed longitudinal (neutral) axis, the rotational deformation is

due to bending alone. [83] [84][85][86][87]

7.2.1 Kinematics

The model presented in this is based on the Euler-Bernoulli theory wherein a multilayered

structure is reduced to kinematically equivalent single layer, thereby a 3D problem is reduced

to an equivalent ID problem [88[89]. The elements are bound with two nodes and they

consist of the piezoelectric, bonding and substrate layers (figure 7.2), this means the

laminate behaves as a "single" layer with "special" properties.
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Figure 7. 2: The laminated beam (from bottom to top: substrate,
bond and Piezoceramic layer) with the corresponding straight arc
element

Each node has three degrees of freedom, that is axial, lateral and rotational displacements.

The nodal displacements of the beam element in a local coordinate for an element are given

by:

(7.1)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.2)

(7.3)

Where uI ' WI' (JI are the respective approximate values of the tangential displacement,

lateral displacement and rotation at node 1 while u" w" 0, are those at node 2

respectively.

The displacement vector {D} at any point along the beam at any time may be expressed in

terms of the spatial interpolation functions IN; land their corresponding nodal degrees of

freedom {o,}as follows:

{D(x. t}= [[Ndx)1 [N, (x)],[N3 (x)l [N, (x)llN, (x)llN,(xl] ][0, (t}}

If the characteristics of the chord may be represented by the corresponding straight arch

element with the same cross section properties as those of the are, the assumed

displacement field equation would be:

u(x. t) = at (t) +a, x(t)

K{x, t) = a3(t) + a, x(t) + a, x' (t) + a,x3(t)

This equation can also be written as:

u(x. t) = N, (x)UI (t)+N, (x)u, (t)

li-{x. t) =N, (x)~ (t) + N, (x)O, (t) + N, (x) w, (t} + N, (x)O, (t)

Combining equations 7.4 and 7.5 we can write:
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7.2.2 Actuator Equations

o
N", (x)

UI (t)

WI (t)

o ] 81 (t)
N..,(x} u,(tl

w, (tl

8, (t)

(7.6)

The general linear piezoelectric actuator for the' converse piezoelectric effect can be

described in a stress fonn as follows:

u=[O]{.}-{eY{E}

a ~ [O{{e}-[dY{E}) (repeated equation 2.3)

Where:

7.2.3 Strain Energy

The strain energy associated with the extension can be given by:

tr;=i HanE}dv
•

From constitutive relationship we can write:

Where p =I. 2....n is the number of layers.

A =the cross-section area

Q= Young's modulus of elasticity

Equation 7.8 can also be written as:

(7.7)

(7.8)

n 1 J T

U.xt(t} =L2 nBu; (x»)'{o;(t)} QpAp[Bu;(x)]{o;(t)}dt-. (7.9)
pi 0

Where: [BuI =[a~;x)] represent a matrix giving relationship between extensional

displacement and strain.

The strain energy associated with the bending defonnation can be given by:

n 1 M 2

Ubm=IJ-dx
po l o 2Qpl p

But from mechanics of materials, the bending moment is given by
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M=Qld'w
dx2

(7.11)

Where Q and I are the Young's modulus of the material and the second moment of area of

a cross section about the neutral axis respectively.

Substituting equation 7.11 into equation 7.10 and after some rearrangement the

instantaneous strain energy due to bending becomes

U", (Il =~Rd2
w(ll]TQplp [d 2

w(tl ]dx
n~dx2 2 dx 2

1""1 0

(7.12)

But Bw =[a~;x)] is the matrix describing the relationship between lateral displacement

and the bending strain.

Strain energy related to piezoelectric induced strain can be calculated using the following

equation:

(7.13)

Substituting equation 2.3 into 7.13 we obtain:

1 I I

=-Ope btpl~B(x)noi(t)Y[B(x}Koi(t)}dx-Opebtp~B(x)nOi(t)yd31Ezdx+
2 0 0

I

+ Ope btpJE;di,dx
o

(7.14)

The total strain energy for the actuator is now given by the summation of bending, extension

and induced piezoelectric strains:

1 I I

U =-{o(t)y[k,Ko(t)}- o, d31Ezb tp~B(x}no(t>Ydx+ 0 b tpJE;di,dx
2 0 0

Where:

[kJ = Stiffness matrix of an element in a local coordinate system given by

n I

[kJ= L J[Bu}(x!Y QA!Bw(x)]+!Bwi(.<lY Qplp!Bwi(xl]~
Fl 0

The elemental stiffness in a global reference system becomes:
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K, = ['I'YrkJ['I']

Where 'I' = Transformation matrix given by

qi -Ij 0 0 0 0

r, qi 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0
1jF=

0 0 0 0q, -Ij

0 0 0 r, q, 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

(7.17)

(7.18)

Pi is an angle defining orientation of the i" element with respect to global coordinate

system.

7.2.4 Kinetic Energy

The kinetic energy of an element is given by:

T(t) =~~ fPp Ap[(aUI~;.t)r+(awi~;.t) rJdx (7.19)

(7.20)

Where

p p is the mass density per unit length of the p" layer

Ap The cross section area of the pth layer.

Taking into consideration the assumption that there is a perfect bond between the layers. it

implies that all points on the actuator cross-section will move with the same velocities in the

respective directions. The kinetic energy of an element (equation 7.20) becomes:

T(t) =HifIppA{[N"i(x>Y[N"i(X)]+[N.,;(X)Y{Dr[N.,;(X)])dx{t5}

{D}'[mJ:D}
Where

[m,] = Is a local mass matrix of an element given by

" I

[mJ= L JppAJNYrN]dx
pIn

N are shape functions (equation 7.6)

Similarly the elemental global mass matrix becomes:
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The elemental mass matrix and stiffness are then combined to obtain the global mass and

stiffness matrices [M]and [K] of the entire structure (actuator) while the boundary conditions

are imposed.

N,

[M]=:L['I'Y[M,h]
",1

N,

[K]=:L'I'T[K,I'I']
",1

Where Ne is the number of elements in the entire structure (actuator).

7.3 Equations of Motion .

(7.23a)

(7.23b)

Equations of motion that govem the dynamic response of the structure can be derived by

reqUiring the work of extemal forces to be equal to the work of intemal, inertia and viscous

damping forces for any small motion that satisfies both compatibility and essential boundary

conditions(admissibility)[82]. Assuming no extemally applied mechanical load for a single

element the equation of motion becomes [90][91][92].

(7.24)

Where:

Me and K, are global mass and stiffness matrices of an element respectively.

..
D ~A vector of nodal accelerations

D = A vector of nodal velocities

D = A vector of nodal displacements

CD =A matrix containing viscous damping terms.

Po =Piezoelectric load vector given by

P = Q blpe d31 E)[Bf dx
o 0

~ =Qblpe d31 E{-I 0 a 10 -a y

= {- F 0 M F 0 - M Y
Where

F=±Qbd31 V

F = ±aQb d31 V

(7.25a)

(7.25b)

(7.26a)

(7.26b)

F and M are the induced actuator force and bending moment respectively.

a = Moment ann (a distance from the neutral axis to the midline of the piezoceramic layer)
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t pe represent the thickness of the piezoceramic layer

If the continuity at the inter-element nodes is imposed then the induced piezoelectric force

and moments are assumed to be applied at the free end tip of the piezoelectric layer. This is

due to the fact that there will be force cancellations at these nodes.

Equation 7.24 represents the dynamic behaviour of an element. If equations of motion of all

elements are assembled and then followed by applying the appropriate boundary conditions

it yields the equation of motion of the entire C-shape piezoelectric actuator.

Equation 7.24 can be rewritten into the forced vibration equation by assuming the

displacements, forces, and actuator voltages are harmonic variables with different

frequencies. If the right hand side is put equal to zero the equation is then reduced to the

eigenvalue problem. From which eigenvalues OJ, and the eigenvectors (u,. Wi and 8,) can

be determined.

7.4 Frequency Response Analysis

7.4.1 Modal Analysis Method

The amplitude - frequency response problem can be solved using the modal analysis

method. In this method the expansion theorem is used where the displacements of masses

are expressed as a linear combination of the normal modes of the system. Assuming that the

system response is governed by •m' modes of vibration. a set of 'm 'uncoupled differential

equations of second order are obtained. A solution of theses equations is equivalent to the

solutions of equations of' m 'single degrees of freedom [93][94].

The solution of equation 7.25 using modal analysis becomes

n

D(t) =X(l) ql(t) + X(Z) qz(t) + + x(n)qn(t) =L XU) qi(t)
1:1

Where X =Xii) • X(Z) •........x(n) is the normal mode matrix and

(7.27)

q(t) =

qj (t)

qz (t)

are the time-dependent generalized (modal)coordinates

-.
The nodal acceleration in terms of generalized coordinates becomes:

.. .,
D(t) = X q(t)

Substituting equation 7.28 into equation 7.24 we obtain

M X q(t) + K X q(t) + CnX q(t) =P(t)

Multiplying equation 7.29a by X T both sides
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X TM Xq(t} + X TKXq(t) + X TGDX q(t) = X TP(t)

M q(t) + K q(t) + CDq(t) =Q(t} (7.29b)

Where:

M =X T M X = the generalized modal mass matrix

K = X T K X = the generalized modal stiffness matrix

CD = X T GDX= the generalized modal damping matrix

Q(t) =X T P(t} = the generalized forces

Writing

Cd =2AjW;,where Aj is a modal damping factor, and if the modal vectors are normalized in

such a way that

M = XI,)TM Xl" ={O for i ~ j", 1= diag(I) where I is the identity matrix,
I for i= j

and

. K-- XI,)TKXI" __ {a for i~ j z=diag(wj ), where
liJ; for i= j

to, is the eigenfrequency of the

j'hmode, then equation (7.29b) reduces to a set of decoupled equations of motion given by

2 2'
q(l) + W q(l) + Uw q(l) ~ Q(I) (7.30)

Equation 7.31 is a non homogeneous differential equation which ordinary methods can now

be used to solve for individual responses in the modal coordinate system.

The t" decoupled equation of motion will be

2 2 .
q.!t) + w. s. (t) + U.w

j
q .(1) = Q(I)

1 I I 1 1

7.4.2 Modal Solution

(7.31)

Equation 7.31 has the same form as those describing the dynamic response of a damped

single degree of freedom harmonic oscillator whose complete solution is given by

q,(tl =e-A,w"{cos liJdl+ ( A
j,)""5 sin liJdl}qi(O) +{_I_ e-A,w" sin liJdl } q(O) +

I-A, liJd,

I t

+- fQ, (r)e- AjliJj (t-r) sinliJd,(t- r)dr
Oldi 0

(7.32)

i =1,2 n
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Where ltJdi =ltJiJI- A; is a damped frequency.

qO, and tp, are constants (generalized displacements and phase angles respectively) which

must be defined from the modal initial conditions.

(7.33a)

(7.33b)

For i =1, 2, 3, ........Jl, is the number of degrees offreedom

n = the driving frequency.

The modal solutions obtained from equation 7.32 are then transformed back to obtain the

solutions in the physical coordinates by using relationship 7.28.

7.4.3 Eigenvalue Problem

In order to solve the equation of motion (equation 7.24) using the modal analysis method it is

necessary first to solve the eigenvalue problem.

The natural frequencies m,and the respective modes of vibration Xl<) of the piezoelectric

actuator are obtained from the o" order polynomial in w' by using the equation 7.24 by

assuming an undamped free vibration condition i.e. all external mechanical and electric

excitations are assumed to be zero. This yields an eigenvalue problem of the form:

det(- arM + K)= 0 (7.34)

The corresponding eigenvectors can be obtained by applying the following equation

(- w,' M + K)X(') =0, for i =1,2,.....Jl (7.35)

7.5 Numerical Examples

7.5.1 Computation of Eigenfrequency with the aid of MATLAB

In order to verify the validity of the finite element formulation the dynamic solution for a

free/forced piezoelectric actuator under sinusoidal excitation was obtained using the modal

analysis method. The curved actuator was approximated (divided) into 4 equal elements

(figure 7.3). With the fixed-free boundary conditions, the local and global stiffness and mass
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matrices for each element (equations 7.17, 7.18, 7.21, 7.22) and later for the whole structure

(equations 7.23a, 7.23a) were determined and the details are shown in appendix C. The

material and geometrical characteristics of a C-shape piezoelectric actuator used in the

analysis are shown in table 1 in appendix A.

y

u3,w,63)
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I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

U4,w484,,
\

\
\
\
\
\
I

x

(7.35)

Figure 7.3: C-shape piezoelectric actuator approximated with four
straight arc elements

The 3 lowest natural frequencies for the actuators with aluminium, brass and mild steel

substrates each of three different thicknesses were computed with the aid of MATLAB code

(appendix D). The results were compared to those calculated using the experimentally

validated formula (equation 7.35) obtained from reference [61]. The results show good

agreement as indicated in figures (7.4a, 7.4b, and 7.4c) an error of approximately 1.4% is

noted. Their corresponding frequency-amplitude response curves are shown in figures 7.5

through 7.7

(
2 = D~)m. 4

pR=
Where
OJ, is the i' natural frequency, D is the composite bending stiffness [Nm2

] , A, = i' Non

dimensional natural frequency, p is the mass per length [kg/m] and R= is the radius of

neutral axis. [m]
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Figure 7.5: Frequency - response curves for alum inium substrate at an excitation voltage of 10V,
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Frequency -Amplitude response for 0.31 Brass substrate
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X 10.5 Frequency -Amplrtude response for 0.31 Mild steel substrate
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7.5.2 DynamicAnalysis Simulation Using MSC Marc.

7.5.2.1 Overview

A dynamic modal analysis was performed to obtain the resonance modes of the actuator.

and then a harmonic analysis was performed to determine the dynamic response of the

actuator to an alternating voltage. Displacements at a range of frequencies around

resonance points were determined. The dimensions and material data for the models used in

the simulation are as shown in tables 1 and 2 in appendix A.

Resonance points for the C-shape piezoelectric actuator for 3 different substrate materials

(i.e. Aluminium. Brass and Mild Steel) were determined. For each material three thicknesses

(i.e. 0.25mm. 0.31mm. and 0.5mm) were analysed.

7.5.2.2 Boundary Conditions

One electrode on one of the nodes of the inner surface of the piezoelectric ceramic to serve

as ground terminal. while another node at the outer surface of piezoelectric ceramic was set

as the live terminal. In the model. these electrodes are made by tying the potential degree of

freedom of all nodes belonging to the respective surface to one node, that is all nodes on the

inner surface are tied up to the ground terminal while the outer surface nodes are tied up to

the live terminal.

The left end tip was fixed while the right hand one was left free to oscillate. Plane stress

element type 160 was used for the piezoelectric material. This element is mechanically

equivalent to element 3 which was used for the substrate materials. This element type has

three degrees of freedom: the first two are for the X_ and Y_ displacement, and the third is

for the electric potential.

7.5.2.3 Modal Analysis:

Load cases and piezoelectric dynamic modal parameters set to search for eigenfrequencies

were as follows:

The LANCZOS method was used, whereas a number of frequencies were set to 3. The

frequencies obtained are shown in figures 7.8 to 7.10.

7.5.2.4 Harmonic Analysis

For the harmonic analysis. the same model built for modal analysis was used. A new load

case was set to suit harmonic boundary conditions. The frequency range was selected to be

around the first 2 natural frequencies. i.e, from 1 kHz and 5 kHz into 50 steps.
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7.6: Discussion of results

Finite element models based on Euler Bernoulli beam theory were used to perfonm the

dynamic analysis of C-shape actuator consisting of a three layer unimorph laminated beam

(Piezoceramic layer, adhesive layer and metallic substrate) where the only defonmation

impetus was an actuation strain induced in the piezoelectric layer.

The Effect of thickness and substrate material on the displacement and on the operating

bandwidth is shown in figures 7.8 to 7.10 and in appendix D. The results show that an

increase of both substrate/PZT thickness ratio and the elastic modulus of the substrate

contribute to raise the fundamental frequency of the C-shape actuator. This implies that with

appropriate combination of the thickness ratio and the elastic properties of the actuator it can

be possible to detenmine the location of the fundamental frequency and thus set the range

over which the actuator can operate before reaching resonance frequency. From the results

obtained it can also be concluded that an actuator with a mild steel substrate can operate at

higher frequencies compared to aluminium and brass substrates of the same thickness.

It can also be noted that, in this study the C- actuator was approximated using one

dimensional element and more importantly only 4 finite elements (Straight arc) were used.

The results reported in section 7.5.1 indicate that the predicted results and results calculated

using equation (7.35) from reference [61] give an error of approximately 1.4%. This is

apparent that if the number of elements is increased much more accurate results could have

been obtained. In view of this, it can be concluded that the simplicity of the model can reduce

the computational time remarkably.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

An investigation on the force, displacement and high bandwidth from a C shape actuator

were the main focus of this research.

In chapter three, theoretical models were used to optimize the performance of the C shape

actuator by investigating the effect of the piezoceramic layer thickness, the external radius

and the piezoceramic width.

In addition to the above the electromechanical properties of the piezoceramic material are of

paramount importance in determining the performance of the actuator. Therefore for a fixed

thickness and elastic properties of the substrate, the external radius, the thickness and the

width of the piezoceramic layer affects the actuator performance in different ways.

Results show that by increasing the external radius of the actuator, the displacement of the

free end tip increases while the force decreases. The results also reveal that by increasing

piezo-Iayer thickness the displacement is reduced while the force is increased. The

explanation for this is that thickness affects stiffness and the flexibility of the actuator. While

force requires stiff material, displacement requires flexible material.

The influence of the substrate to the performance of the actuator (especially in flexural mode)

has not been given adequate attention by previous research work. In the present work the

procedure was as follows:

Keeping the piezoceramic layer constant (in terms of size and electromechanical properties),

by changing the substrate thickness, the study reveals that; there is a specific substrate/PZT

thickness ratio which gives the maximum displacement and relatively small force. Higher

ratios (> 0.30) give large force and relatively small displacement.

Three different substrate materials were compared, that is, aluminium, brass and mild steel.

It shows that for the substrate/PZT thickness ratios up to 0.6 the substrate with higher

Young's modulus yields increasing displacement while beyond this ratio the situation is

reversed.

The analysis of what has been defined as the coefficient of unimorph actuator showed that it

depends on the thickness ratio between the substrate and PZT layers. The equation to

describe the dependence of the c" on the substrate/PZT ratio was also formulated.

In this study it has also been established that there is a similarity between the c,a -to

substrate/PZT thickness ratio relationship (section 4.2.3) to that of the free displacement-to

substrate/PZT thickness ratio (section 4.2.1). However it is not apparent that the ratio

between the moment arm and the composite bending stiffness (c,a) can be used to

determine the optimum value of displacement.
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Experiments were carried out using actuators of three different substrate materials, each with

three different thicknesses. Measurements of free displacement and blocked force under

quasi-static conditions were obtained.

Finite Element Analysis software MSC Marc was used to simulate the free displacement and

blocked force of the above described actuators and good agreement of the predicted and the

experimentally obtained values was noted.

Due to the fact that piezoceramic materials are weak in tension, when designing a unimorph

piezoceramic actuator, it is preferred that the piezoceramic layer be located on one side of

the neutral axis, thus the equation to aid in the selection of the appropriate size and elastic

properties of material has been derived accordingly.

A protocol for the selection of suitable size and elastic properties of the substrate material

has been suggested, depending on whether the requirement is large force or large

displacement or a reasonable compromise between them.

For demonstration purposes, data obtained from the analysis were used in the design of a

simple micro-motor comprising of two individual actuators in series fonning a set and two

sets in parallel. Finite element simulation of the arrangement was perfonned and the results

were found to agree well with the predicted values.

The Finite Element model that was developed, based on the Euler-Bemoulli beam theory to

investigate the dynamic behaviour of an individual C-shape piezoelectric actuator, yielded

results pertaining to the natural frequencies and the corresponding normal modes which

agree well with the model developed using the general purpose finite element software- MSC

Marc. The results also show that increasing the substratelPZT thickness ratio and the elastic

modulus of the substrate, contributes to an increase of the fundamental frequency of the

actuator. The results for the natural frequencies were also compared to those calculated

using equation 7.35 from reference [61]. Good agreement was noted.

Research Contribution to the existing knowledge

The following are what can be tenned as original contributions from the research work

presented in this thesis.

• The optimum displacement, force and bandwidth from the C shape actuator, by

examining the influence of substrate geometry and material properties, resulted in

what is the most important contribution from this work. The role of substrate material

to actuator perfonnance had not been given adequate attention in past research

works. However through the present work,

o The choice of the suitable geometry (radius, thickness and width) of the

piezoceramic layer is provided.

o The substratelPZT thickness ratio which gives maximum displacement for the

C shape actuator has been identified.
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o Graphical data to assist a designer in selecting suitable substrate/thickness

ratio and substrate material was established.

o An analysis to determine the safe location of the neutral axis of the actuator

was formulated.

• Further, an expression for the coefficient of unimorph actuator Cua for the C shape

piezocomposite actuator was presented. It gives a description of the factors

influencing this coefficient as well as attempting to associate this coefficient with the

performance of the C shape actuator.

• Finally, a simple Finite Element tool for the dynamic analysis used in identifying the

eigenfrequencies and the corresponding eigenmodes of the C shape actuator was

developed. This was accompanied with the MATLAB code to aid in the computation.

A fixed free boundary condition model which was divided into only four-one dimensional finite

elements (straight arc type) was used to approximate the C shape piezocomposite actuator.

Although a minimum number of elements were used, an accuracy of 1.4% was achieved.

The accuracy may be based on the fact that the influence of the extensional, rotation and

bending deformations to each other have been taken into account by the use of straight arc

elements characteristics in contrast to the commonly used standard beam elements.

The model is simple and can save a remarkable amount of computation time since with the

use of only four elements the number of unknowns (equations) is reduced to only twelve. The

model can ultimately be extended so it could be used to analyse curved structures with much

more complicated boundary conditions.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Work

The focus of this work was on the actuator function. It is recommended in future to conduct

an investigation on the behaviour of an individual C-shape device which incorporates a

sensor and actuator so that the device can be used simultaneously for monitoring and

control.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Table 1: Material Properties and Dimensions

Property PZT26 Aluminium Brass Mild Steel Epoxy
and unit
External 10 8.82 8.82 8.82 9.0
radius [mm]

Thickness 0.25, 0.31, 0.25, 0.31, 0.25, 0.31,
1 0.18

[mm] 0.5,1.0,2.0 0.5,1.0, 2.0 0.5,1.0, 2.0

length [mm] 10 10 10 10 10

Piezoelectric
strain
coefficient -1.3e-12 0 0 0 0

d311mlvl

Elastic
modulus

N 76e09 7.0elO 1.10e11 1.90e11 5.2e09

2
[m ]

Density
7.8e03 2.7e03 8.56e03 7.85e03 1.90e03

Kg/m3 ,
Maximum
Vo~age[VAC 200 - - - -

Imm]

Table 2: Electromechanical Properties of the PZ6

Properties I Value ' Unit
E 1.30e-1I511
E I -4.35e-12512
E E

I -7.05e-12 m
2

5 13:;;: 5 23 -

E E

I
N

5,,= -';;5 3.32e-1I

E ! 3.47e-II566

d 31 I -1.28e-1O

d33 3.28e- IO
C

-
N

dis 3.27e- IO

qt;. r 1 1190

qi', .r 1190

q~.r 11330
Relativevalue to vacuum
permittivity

qo =8.85xlO-12 F
m
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB CODES

Appendix 81: Matlab program to find the Dynamic Response of the C-5hape Actuator
0/0================================================================

% This program is used to find the response of the C-actuator

% under applied sinusoidal voltage using Modal analysis method

% Main Program: C_actuator

% Calls functions: submpea, stiff, mass. They must be saved in the same folder as the %

main program.

%

%Prepared by A.N. Mtawa: - Cape Peninsula University of Technology (South Africa).

0/0=================================================================

clear all

global Q Rna R c1 c21e q r mo b d31 V nelem rho

fprintf(\nln');

fprintf(This program is used to find the response of the 3 layered C-shape piezocomposite

actuator In');

fprintf(' under bipolar excitation using Modal analysis method In');

fprintf(' Main Program: C-actuator In') ;

fprintf('Cails functions: submpea,stiff, mass In');

fprintf('lnln');

fprintf(\n enter the number of elements "nelem" '):

n=input('?');

nelem=n;

fprintf(\n enter the radii of the actuator layers or" ');

r1=input('?');

r2=input('?');

r3=input('?');

r4=input('?');

r1=r1;

r2=r2;

r3=r3;

r4=r4;

R=[r1,r2,r3,r4]

fprintf(\n enter the elastic modulus of the actuator materials "Q" ');

Q1=input('?');

Q2=input('?');

Q3=input('?');

Q=[Q1,Q2,Q3]
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fprintf(\n enter the densities of the actuator materials "rho" '):

rh01=input('?');

rh02=input('?');

rh03=input('?');

rho=[rh01,rh02,rh03]

fprintf('\n enter the piezoelectric coupling coefficients "d" '):

d1=input('?');

d2=input('?');

d3=input('?');

d31 =[d1,d2,d3]

fprintf('\n enter the widths of the actuator layers "b" ')

b1=input('?');

b2=input('?');

b3=input('?');

b=[b1,b2,b3];

fprintf ('\n enter the voltage to be applied "V" ')

Voltage=input('?');

V=Voltage;

% Calling function: submpea.

submpea(r1,r2,r3,r4);

% Calling function: stiff

%Generating elemental stiffness matrices

k1= stiff(c1 ,c2,le,q,r);

k2= stiff(c1 ,c2,le,r,q);

k3= stiff(c1,c2,le,r,-q);

k4= stiff(c1,c2,le,q,-r);

% Calling function: mass

%Generating elemental mass matrices

m1= mass(mo,le,q,r);

m2= masstrno.te.r.q):

m3= masstrnojar-q):

m4= masstmo.le.q-r);

%

% Assembling stiffness matrices for all elements (The whole structure/actuator)

ndof=3*(nelem+1); % ndof- number of degrees of freedom

k=zeros(ndof);

for i=1:6

for j=1:6

k(i.j)=k1(i.j);
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end

end

for i=1:6

for j=1:6

k(i+3,j+3)=k(i+3,j+3)+k2(i ,j);

end

end

for i=1:6

for j=1:6

k(i+6 ,j+6)=k(i+6,j+6)+k3(i ,j);

end

end

for i=1:6

forj>! :6

k(i+9 ,j+9 )=k( i+9,j+9)+k4(i ,j);

end

end

%

% Assembling mass matrices for all elements (whole Structure/actuator)

%

m=zeros(ndof);

for i=1:6

for j=1:6

m(i,j)=m1(i,j);

end

end

for i=1:6

for j=1:6

m(i+3,j+3)=m(i+3,j+3)+m2(i,j);

end

end

for i=1:6

for j=1:6

m(i+6,j+6)=m(i+6,j+6)+m3(i,j);

end

end

for i=1:6

for j=1:6
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% Transformation matrix

%eigenfrequencies

%eigenvectors: normalized in respect mass

m{i+9,j+9)=m{i+9,j+9)+m4{i,j);

end

end

% Remove zero degrees of freedom for zero deflection

% and zero slope at the left end

%

m=m{4:ndof,4:ndof);

k=k{4:ndof,4:ndof);

m1={mA-0.5);

m2={mAQ.5);

k1=m1*k*m1;

% Calculating the eigenfrequencies and corresponding eigenmodes

[X,w]=eig{k1 );

[w,id]=sort{diag{w»;

w=sqrt{w);

X=X{:,id);

w={diag{w))/6.28;

S=m1*X;

S1=X'*m2;

% Initial conditions in physical coordinates

xO=ones{12,1)*10e-07; % initial displacement

xO_dot=zeros{12,1); %initial velocity

%Initial conditions in modal coordinates

rO=S1*xO;

rO_dot=S1*xO_dot;

% Computing the moment arm vector

a={r3+r4)/2-Rna; %Moment arm

f=[-1, 0,a,1 ,O,-a];

%

% Computing load Vector (Moment & Force)

for i=1:3

Pe{i)=Q{i)*b{i)*d31 (i)*V;

end

Pe=sum{Pe);

Pe=Pe*r;

%

% Nodal load vector at the actuator end tip

%
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% Damping coefficient

Fa=[zeros(9,1 );Pe(4:6,:)];

%

% Computing piezoelectric harmonic force in physical coordinates

nstep=100;

t=2

fprintf('Enter the maximum driving frequency "wdr" ')

drfrq=input('?');

wO=drfrq

for i=1 :nstep

wdr(i)=wO*(i-1 )/nstep; % A range of driving frequencies

F(1,i)=Fa(1 )*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(2, i)=Fa(2)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(3,i)=Fa(3)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(4, i)=Fa(4)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(5,i)=Fa(5)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(6, i)=Fa(6)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(7,i)=Fa(7)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(8, i)=Fa(8)*sin (wdr(i)*t);

F(9,i)=Fa(9)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(1O,i)=Fa( 1O)*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(11 ,i)=Fa(11 )*sin(wdr(i)*t);

F(12, i)=Fa(12)'sin(wdr(i)'t);

end

% Transforming the piezoelectric harmonic force into modal coordinates

F1=X'*m1*F;

F10=F1(1,:);

F20=F1(2,:);

F30=F1(3,:);

F40=F1(4,:);

F50=F1(5,:);

F60=F1(6,:);

F70=F1(7,:);

F80=F1(8,:);

F90=F1(9,:);

F100=F1(10,:);

F110=F1(11,:);

F120=F1(12,:);

xi=O.0707;
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%Total solution in modal coordinates

%Displacement in modal coordinate system based on equation 7.32

for j=1 :nstep

rp1Ol=sqrt(w(1,1)A2*rO(1 )'2)/w(1,1)*sin(w(1, 1)*t+pi/2)+F1 OOlI...

(sqrt((w(1,1 )'2-wdr(j)'2)'2+(2*xi*w(1,1)*wdr(j))'2))*...

cos(wdrOl*t-atan((2*xi*w(1,1 )*wdr(j))I(w(1, 1)'2-wdr(j)A2)));

rp2Ol=sqrt(w(2,2)'2*rO(2)A2)/w(2,2)*sin(w(2,2)*t+pi/2)+F20Ol/...

(sqrt((w(2,2)A2-wdr(j )'2)'2+(2*xi*w(2,2)*wdrOl)'2))*...

cos(wdrOl*t-atan((2*xi*w(2,2)*wdr(j))/(w(2,2)'2-wdrOl'2)));

rp3(j)=sqrt(w(3,3)A2*rO(3)A2)/w(3,3)*sin(w(3,3)*t+pi/2)+F30(j)/...

(sqrt((w(3,3)'2-wdr(j )'2)A2+(2*xi*w(3,3)*wdr(j))A2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(3,3)*wdrOl)I(w(3, 3)'2-wdr(j)A2)));

rp4(j)=sqrt(w(4.4 )'2*rO(4 )'2)/w(4.4 )*sin(w(4,4)*t+pi/2)+F40(j)/...

(sqrt((w(4.4 )'2-wdr(j )'2)'2+(2*xi*w(4.4)*wdr(j))A2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(4.4)*wdrOl )/(w(4.4 )'2-wdrOl'2)));

rp5(j)=sqrt(w(5,5)'2*rO(5)'2)/w(5,5)*sin(w(5,5)*t+pi/2)+F50(j)/...

(sqrt((w(5,5 )'2-wdr(j )'2)'2+(2*xi*w(5,5)*wdr(j))'2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(5,5)*wdrOl)/(w(5,5)'2-wdr(j)'2)));

rp6(j)=sqrt(w(6,6)'2*rO(6)'2)/w(6,6)*sin(w(6,6)*t+pi/2)+F60Ol/...

(sqrt((w(6,6)'2-wdr(j)'2)'2+(2*xi*w(6,6)*wdrOl)'2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(6,6)*wdr(j) )/(w(6,6)'2-wdrOl'2)));

rp7Ol=sqrt(w(7, 7)'2*rO(7)'2)/w(7, 7)*sin(w(7,7)*t+pi/2)+F70Ol/...

(sqrt((w(7, 7)'2-wdr(j )'2)'2+(2*xi*w(7,7)*wdrOl)'2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(1,1)*wdrOl )/(w(7,7)'2-wdrOl'2)));

rp8Ol=sqrt(w(8,8)'2*rO(8)'2)/w(8,8)*sin(w(8,8)*t+pi/2)+F80(j)/...

(sqrt((w(8,8)'2-wdr(j)'2)A2+(2*xi*w(8,8)*wdrOl )'2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(1,1)*wdr(j))/(w(8,8)'2-wdr(j)'2)));

rp9Ol=sqrt(w(9,9)'2*rO(9)'2)/w(9,9)*sin(w(9,9)*t+pi/2)+F90(j)/...

(sqrt((w(9 ,9)A2-wdr(j)'2)'2+(2*xi*w(9,9)*wdrOl )'2))*...

cos(wdrOl*t-atan((2*xi*w(1,1 )*wdr(j))/(w(9,9)A2-wdr(j)A2)));

rp1OOl=sqrt(w(10,10)'2*rO(10)'2)/w(1 0,1 O)*sin(w(10, 10)*t+pi/2)+F1 00(j)/...

(sqrt((w(10,10)A2-wdrOl'2)'2+(2*xi*w(10,10)*wdr(j))'2))*...

cos(wdrOl*t-atan((2*xi*w(1 0,10)*wdr(j))/(w(1 0,10)'2-wdr(j)'2)));

rp11(j)=sqrt(w(11, 11)A2*rO(11 )'2)/w(11,11)*sin(w(11, 11)*t+pi/2)+F110(j)/...

(sqrt((w(11, 11)'2-wdr(j)A2)'2+(2*xi*w(11, 11)*wdr(j))'2))*...

cos(wdr(j)*t-atan((2*xi*w(11, 11)*wdrOl)I(w(11,11)'2-wdr(j)A2)));

rp12(j)=sqrt(w( 12,12)'2*rO(12)'2)/w(12,12)*sin(w(12, 12)*t+pi/2)+F120(j)l...

(sqrt((w(12,12)'2-wdr(j)A2)'2+(2*xi*w(12, 12)*wdr(j))'2))*...
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cos(wdrU)*t-atan((2*xi*w(12,12)*wdrO))/(w(12,12)Jl2-wdrO)A2)));

end

% Displacement vector

r=[rp1 (1,:);rp2(1,:);rp3(1,:);rp4(1 ,:);rp5(1 ,:);rp6(1,:);rp7(1,:);...

rp8(1 ,:);rp9(1,:);rp10(1 ,:);rp11 (1 ,:);rp12(1,:)];

%

%Transformation of the total solution (displacement) into physical coordinates

x=m1*X*r;

x11=x(11,:);

% Interpretation of the results graphically (lateral displacement of the free end tip)

plot(wdr,x11 )

ylabel('Displacement [m]')

xlabel('Frequency [Hz]')

title('Frequency -Amplitude response for 0.31 Aluminium substrate')

grid on
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Appendix 82: Matlab Sub-Function Program to Calculate actuator performance
parameters

0/0==============================================================

% Function: submpea

% This program calculates the radius of neutral axis, blocked force,

% free displacement, composite bending stiffness;

% piezoelectric moment, stiffness and mass constants; sine and cosine of angles of

% orientation of the beam elements

%

% Prepared by A.N. Mtawa: - Cape Peninsula University of Technology (South Africa).

%========================================~=====================

%

function [Rna,Oisp,Pb,D,Mpe,za,le,c1 ,c2,mo,q,rj=submpea(r1 ,r2,r3,r4)

global R Q Rna c1 c21e q r mo b d31 V nelem rho

%

% Computing internal and external radii of layers

for i=1:3

Ra(i)=R(i+1 )-R(i);

Rb(i)=R(i+1 )A2_R(i)A2;

end

%

% Computing the radius of neutral axis - "Rna" (equation 3.10)

for i=1:3

A(i) =O.S*Q(i)*b(i)'Rb(i);

B(i)=Q(i)*b(i)*Ra(i);

end

Rna=sum(A)/sum(B)

%

% Computing the piezoelectric moment- "Mpe" (equation 3.9) and

% Composite bending stiffness (0)- equation 3.6),

%

for i=1:4

Z(i)=R(i)-Rna ;

end

for i=1:3

Za(1 ,i)=Z(i+1 )A3-Z(i)A3;

Zb(1 ,i)=.S*(Z(i+1 )+Z(i));

end
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% Thickness of layers

% Element length (equation C.3) in appendix C

%

for i=1:3

Mpe(i)= O(i) *b(i)*d31 (i)*V*Zb(i);

0(i)=1/3 *O(i) *b(i)*Za(i);

end

Mpe =sum(Mpe);

O=sum(O);

% Actuator blocked force (Pb) - equation 3.11

Pb=4*Mpe/(pi*Rna);

% Free displacement (Oisp) - equation 3.12

Oisp=(2*Mpe*RnaA2)/0 ;

%

%Computing the stiffness constants c1,c2: (equations C.1 and C.2 respectively) in

% appendix C

%

%

th = [r2-r1,r3-r2,r4-r3];

le=(pi*Rna)/nelem;

for i=1:3

c1(1,i)=(Q(i)*th(i)*b(i))l1e;

c2( 1,i)=O(i)*b(i)*Za(1,i)*(1/(3*leA3»;

end

c1=sum(c1);

c2=sum(c2);

%

%Computing the sine and cosine of angles ('q','r')with

% which the beam makes with X-axis in a global coordinate system

%

theta=(O:pi/nelem:pi); % angle subtending elements

for i=1 :nelem+1

x(1,i) = Rna*(-1)*cos(theta(i));

y(1,i) = Rna*sin(theta(i));

end

for i=1:nelem;

q( 1,i)=cos(atan((y(1,i+1 )-y(1,i))/(x(1,i+1 )-x(1 ,i»)));

r(1,i)=sin(atan((y(1,i+1)-y(1 ,i))/(x(1,i+1 )-x(1 ,I))));

end

q=q(1);
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r=r(1 );

% Compu1ing the unit mass constant 'mo' (equation C. 4)- appendix C

%

for i=1:3

mo(1,i)=rho(i)*th(i)*b(i)*le/420;

end

mo=sum(mo);

Appendix 83: Matlab Sub-Function Program to Compute Stiffness Matrices of a
Straight Arc Element

%=========~==================================================

% Function: stiff

% computes the local and global stiffness matrices

% Prepared by A.N. Mtawa: - Cape Peninsula University of Technology (South Africa).

0/0===========================================================

function k= stiff(c1,c2,le,q,r)

%computing Stiffness matrix of an element (straight arc)

k=[c1, 0, 0, -c1, 0, 0;

0, 12*c2, 6*le*c2, 0, -12*c2, 6*'e*c2;

0, 6*le*c2, 4*leA2*c2,0,-6*le*c2, 2*leA2*c2;

-c1, 0, 0, c1,0, 0;

0, -12*c2, -6*le*c2, 0, 12*c2, -6*le*c2;

0, 6*le*c2, 2*leA2*c2,O, -6*le*c2, 4*leA2*c2];

%

%Computing global matrix

%Transformation matrix 'Tr"

Tr =[q,r,O,O,O,O;

-r,q,O,O,O,O;

0,0,1,0,0,0;

O,O,O,q,r,O;

O,O,O,-r,q,O;

0,0,0,0,0,1];

k = Tr'*k*Tr;
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Appendix 64: Matlab Sub-Function Program to Compute Mass Matrices of a Straight
Arc Element

%============================================================

% Function: mass

% Computes the local and global mass matrices

% Prepared by A.N. Mtawa: - Cape Peninsula University of Technology (South Africa).

%===========================================================

%

function m = mass(mo,le,q,r)

%Computing stiffness matrix of an element

m = mo*[140,O,O,70,O,0;

0,156,22*le,O,54,-13*le;

O,22*le,4*leA2,O,13*le,-3*leA2;

70,0,0,140,0,0;

0,54,13*le,O,156,-22*le;

O,-13*le,-3*leA2,O,-22*le,4*leA2];

%Computing global matrix

% Transformation matrix "Tr"

Tr =[q,r,O,O,O,O;

-r,q,O,O,O,O;

0,0,1,0,0,0;

O,O,O,q,r,O;

O,O,O,-r,q,O;

0,0,0,0,0,1];

m = Tr'*m*Tr;
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APPENDIX: C: Stiffness and Mass Matrices

Appendix C1: Global stiffness matrix of an element with the boundary conditions taken Into account

Element 1-2, /31 = 67.5" q=0.383 r= 0.924 Le = 7.25e·3m

u, w, 8,

q'C +12C r' qC1r-12qC,r 6C,LrI z

qClr-12qC,r 12q'C +C r' -6qC,L, I

6C,Lr -6qC,L 4C L'z

u,

w,

8,

Element 2-3, /3, = 22.5" q=0.924, r= 0.383 Le = 7.25e-3m

u, w, 8, U3 W3 83

q'C +12C r' qClr-12qC,r' -6C,Lr -q'C-12Cr' -qClr+12qC,r -6C,LrI , I ,

qClr-12qC,r' 12q'C, + C,r' 6qC,L -qC,r+12qC,r -12q'C -Cr' 6qC,Lz ,

-6C,Lr 6qC,L 4C L' 6C,Lr -6qC,L 2C L', z

-q'C -12C r' -qC,r+12qC, 6C,Lr q' C, + 12C,r' qC,r-12qC,r 6C,Lr' z

-qC,r+12qC,r -12q'C, - Clr' -6qC,L qC1r-12qC,r 12q'C +C r' -6qC,L, ,

-6C,Lr 6qC,L 2C L' 6C,Lr -6qC,L 4C L'a z
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w,

8,

U3

Iv,
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Element 3-4, P3 = -22.5° q=0.924, r= -0.383 Le = 7.25e-3m

113 "1 °3 114 "4 04

q'C +12C r' qC,r-12qC,r' -6C,Lr _ q' C, -12C,r' - qC,r+ 12qC,r' -6C,Lr
I ,

qC,r-12qC,r' 12q'C,+C/ 6qC,L - qC,r+ 12qC,r -12q' C, - C,r' 6qC,L

-6C,Lr 6qC,L 4C I! 6C,Lr - 6qC,L 2C L', ,
-q'C -12C r' -qC,r+12qC, 6C,Lr q'C+12Cr' qC,r-12qC,r 6C,LrI z

I z

- qC,r+ 12qC,r -12q'C, -c,» -6qC,L qC,r-12qC,r 12q'C + C r' -6qC,L
a I

-6C,Lr 6qC,L 2C I! 6C,Lr -6qC,L 4C L'a z
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Element 4-5, p, =-67.5° q=0.383. r= -0.924 Le = 7.25e-3m

lI, w. 8, liS w, 85

q'C+12Cr' qC,r-12qC,r -6C,Lr -q'C -12C r' - qC,r+ 12qC, -6C,Lr, a , a

qC,r-12qC,r' 12q'C, + C,r' 6qC,L - qC,r+ 12qC,r -12q'C -Cr' 6qC,Lz ,

-6C,Lr 6qC,L 4C L' 6C,Lr -6qC,L 2C I!a z

- q'C, -12C,r' -qC,r+12qC 6C,Lr q'C +12C r' qC,r-12qC,r 6C,Lr, ,

-qC,r+12qC,r -12q'C, - C, -6qC,L qC,r-12qC,r 12q'C + C r' -6qC,L, ,

-GC,Lr 6qC,L 2C,L' 6C,Lr -6qC,L 4C L'z

Where:

C, =f Ap?p =~ (Qp tpb)
1'=' L z: L'L' 1=1 o

C, =f Qp.:p =~ f Qpb(Z; - Z:'-,)
1'=' L, 3L, 1'='

lI,

w.

8,

liS

W5
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(C.1 )

(C.2)

Z; and Z 1'-' are the distances from the neutral axis to the outer and inner surfaces of the p" layer respectively.

L, is length of the beam taken to be equal to the arch length, that is

£ =TrR", -
4
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(C.3)



q, =cos(/3,}. t; =sin(/3,). /3, = is an angle the beam element makes with the X-global axis.

Appendix C2: Global consistent mass matrix of an element with the boundary conditions taken into account

Element1-2, /31 =67.5° q=O.383 r= O.924le =7.25e-3m

u, w, 8,

x

-~~.. -~

840q' +156r' 684qr 22L1

684qr 156q' +840r' -22Lq

22L1 -22Lq 4L'

u,

w,

8,
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Element 2-3, P2 = 22.50 q=0.924, r= 0.383 Le = 7.25e-3m

u, w, 8, U3 W3 83

W3

w,

U3

83

u,

8,

840q2 + 156r2 -684qr 22Lr 420q' - 54r' 474qr -13Lr

-684qr 156q2 +840r2 22Lq - 474qr 54q' - 420r' -13Lq

( 22L[ 22Lq 4L' -13Lr 13Lq -3L'

420l-54r2 -474qr -13Lr 840q' +156r2
684qr 22Lr

474qr 54i -420r2 13Lq 684qr 156q2 +840r2
-22Lq

-13Lr -13Lq -3L' 22Lr -22Lq 4L'

x
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Element 3-4, fl3 =-22,5° q=0.924, r= -0.383 Le = 7.25e-3m

U3 W3 63 U4 W4 84

x

~- ----
840q' +156r' - 684qr 22Lr 420q' - 54r' 474qr -13Lr

-684qr 156q2 +840r2 22Lq - 474qr 54q2 - 420r' -13Lq

22Lr 22Lq 4L2 -13Lr 13Lq -3L2

420q2 -54r2 - 474qr -13Lr 840q' +156r2 684qr 22Lr

474qr 54q2 - 420r2 13Lq 684qr 156q' +840r' -22Lq

-13Lr -13Lq -3L2 22Lr -22Lq 4L'

U,

W3

8,

U4

w,

8,

Element 4-5, fl4 = -67.5° q=0.383, r= -0.924 La = 7.25a-3m

U4 1¥.J 84 U, Ws 8,

x

840q' + 156r2 420q2 -54r2 --
-684qr 22Lr 474qr -13Lr

-684qr 156q2 +840r2 22Lq -474qr 54q' - 420r' -13Lq

22Lr 22Lq 4L2 -13Lr 13Lq _3L2

420q2 - 54r' -474qr -13Lr 840q' +156r' 684qr 22Lr

474qr 54q2 _ 420r2 13Lq 684qr 156q2 +840r2
-22Lq

-13Lr -13Lq -3I! 22Lr -22Lq 4L'
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U,

1¥.J

8,

Us

Ws

85



=.;;, PpApL,_ =.;;, P pbtpL, = L,b';;' t
L. 420 L. 420 420 L. Pp P
p~l p~l p~1

APPENDIX D: The Three Lowest Eigenfrequencies for Selected Substrate Material and Substrate/PZT

Thickness Ratios

(CA)

Natural Frequency [Hz]

Radius of ( 2_
DA; )

Thickness Bending OJ! -

Material ratio p [kg/m]
Neutral Stiffness Predicted MSC Marc pit".

axis
[NmA2] From reference [61]

Rna [m]

I II III I II III I II III

0.25 8.8170-02 9.3450-03 0.1582 1019 3194 10024 1053 3239 10110 1063 3359 9964
1------.

Aluminium 0.31 89790-02 9.310-03 0.1843 1107 3464 10822 1255 3587 10900 1145 3619 10730

0.5 9.4920-02 9.2040-03 0.2787 1437 4494 13064 1366 4414 13208 1402 4429 13140

0.25 1.0280-01 9.280-03 0.197 1140 3573 12083 1098 3517 12116 1113 3517 12040

Brass 0.31 1.080-01 9.230-03 0.2312 1218 3813 12884 1271 3877 12906 1180 3754 12860

0.5 1.2420-01 9.1080-03 0.3512 1447 4524 15238 1339 4444 15212 1405 4438 15200

0.25 1.0090-01 9.1830-03 0.256 1340 4195 14176 1254 4105 14206 1307 4130 14150

Mild stool 0.31 1.0560-01 9.1340-03 0.299 1465 4582 15195 1446 4557 15152 1400 4423 15150

0.5 1.2040-01 8.980-03 0.448 1698 5312 17903 1543 5182 17957 1657 5236 17930
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